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Computers
may help
Librar y

Mill Rd.
to get
lights

·By Susan Bureau ·
The · Dimond Library may
change its manual cataloguing
system to a computeriz~d
system next fall if their request
for a ·Federal Library Services ·
and Construction Act Grant
goes through.
Library Di.rector Don
Vincent said the new system·
"will speed up services and
improve them."
Students will no longer need
to fill out tedious information
slips on each book borrowed,
he said. Instead, the
information will be processed
and recorded immediately
through the computer and the
·
new student indentification 0 S t d ay the Student Television Network began· filming the first episode o f the student
soap
n a ur
, .
·
•.
.
).
Ch
·
c
t
Dennis
cards which are now also being opera
entitled" And through it al~". Pi~tured (left to right are
ns onner Y'
·
used to record student meal ·
·~M~c~C~a~rt~h'..:y~a~n~d~Je~n~n~it~e~r~V~a~n~S~h~ea~.~(~J~im~M~il'..:la::r~d'. . .!p~h::..:o:.::t:.=o!....
) _ _ __ _ ~ - - - - - - -.. C. . -plans.
·
Vincent said the new system
will also save students and

By _Steve McGilvary .
Street lamps, which may. be
installed · along Mill Road in
Durham later t.his fal( would
. bring

relief to

studei:its and

faculty · who walk, Jog, or
peddle that route into campus,
according to Public Service.
Public Service's Assistant
Director ·of Electrical·
Engineering, Phil T oomire,
expects a work order from the
town of Durham next month to
begin the lighting proje~t.
Installation of hghts, Toom1re
said, cou.ld start this November
and continue into next Spring.
. According to Durham's
Director of Public Works,
George Crombie , the town had
appropr1·ated $15,000 in rental
fees to Public Service last year
. to upgrade street lighting in all
needy areas. Crombie said
approximately $2, I 00 was
directed to the Mjll Road area ·
last spr.ing to illuminate points
from Burger King to the corner
of Oyster River Road, a half
students' general interests.
mile distance.
Brian Shea, Student SenateToomire attributed Public
Observer. of SAF~, said, "If : S~rvice 's . de lay to . .time
you ·support · oite (.candidate)' restraints, with apartment
then you have to support the - building construction taking
rest to meet all the students' priority in good weather over
needs';_·
·
-the lighting issue.
. Candidates · have come to
Durham Police Chief Paul
UNH in the . past without LGowen reported recent crime

f
d
b d
!!~~~~n~Toertt~d~:r::!rs":~~~. Politic al groups . un . s cur . e .

need. The card c.a talogues wiJ-1
be replaced by computer
terminals. Students can
operate the terminals to look
for books by author, title, and
LIBRARY; page 18

,
· By Susan Allen
The Student Activity Fee
Corrrrih ttee (SAFC) . may
•change its by-laws to Jim.it
funding for political organizations.

Granit e chargi ng
for yearbo oks
By Andrea Parker
Students who want next
year's yearbook must pay . $6
now.
A new system was devised
last year so that only those
students · who order The
Granite a year in advance will
receive a copy.
· The sales program was
initiated by tp.e Student Senate
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.Funding ·would be restricted
to educational · events rather
tha n1 ~jvf,p.orl ~of · fodividual
political candidates, a,ccording
to Steve Parker~ SAFC
chairman.
Parker said SAFC funding
should be limited to prevent
endorsing individual candidates brought .to campus by
political organizatiqns. SAFC
must use its money to serve the

.SAFC, page 7

LIGHTS, page 18

WUNH ·debuts ·new music

for the 1983-84 -a cademic year
because, in the past, there was a
shortage of books.
·By Bill Smith
Seniors do not have to pay
In recent months a wave of
the $6 and will have the book dissatisfaction has
~wept over
sent to them.
the UNH community aimed at
October 21 is the dead.line area radio stations
and the
for fall subscriptions and after music they play. It seems
that
this date, the fee will be $9.
people are getting tired of
The books used to be passed hearing David Bowie's "China
out to students on a first-come Girl" three or four
times an.
first-served basis. However, hour . .
not all students received a ·book
If you were to talk to Greg
everi though they were eligible Kretschmar; however,
you
· for a· copy · having paid their would
be told that you don't
Student Activity Fee (SAF).
have to li~ten to the same songs
"If this program works, then over and over
again.
it is likely we will continue it in - Kretschmar,
General Manager
the future and we hope it is for at WUNH, feels the Univerthe benefit of all the students," sity's ·station is an, alternative.
'
said Judy White, the . 1884 You may hear David
Bowie,
Granite's Editor-in-Chief.
but it won't be · every 1 15
All students pay approxi- minutes.
·
.
. mately $3 per semester as part
The difference, according t,o
. of the SAF for a yearbook. Kretschmar, is organizational.
This money becomes income To begin with, many
ofth~ area
· for The Granite.
radio stations have only 300 or
"It does not cover the entire so albums in rotation.
In
cost of the book," said White. additibn, the disc jockies must
Printing of a book is a little adhere to a strict
scheduje.
. more than $12, according .t6 They are told what to play and
White. Other expenses include · when ·10 play it. As a result; the
advertising, mailing books to disc jockies · have very · little
graduates and compensation · freedom and
end up playing the
for work .
same songs over and over.
Now. only those who pay the
WUNH, on the other hand ,
additional $6 in advance will be has over 20,000
records giving
able to obtain a copy. "Unless . the discjockies
a greater variety
from which to choose and mote
_GRANITE, page 6_
freedom . to play ~hat they

want. As a result, listener-· benefits listeners m that it
participation becomes ve_ry· _exposes them to new music-,
important. Because the disc sard Kretschmar.
jockies don't have to follow a ' ~•Music is an e~er changing
strict format, a good deal of the . thmg and WUNH 1s the ground .
music can come-from requests.
WUNH
·
WUNH's
style also .
, page 5

Qregg Kretchmar is WUNH's general manager. (Jim Millard

.J>)ioto)
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,Fathe~s encouraged to play,
larger roles in parenting

.Humanities grants announced

Margaret Mead once
referred to fathers as · "a
biological necessity but~ social
accident."
Speaking before a near
capacity crowd of 85 in the
Berkshire Room at UNH's ·
New England Center · Friday
night, UNH Professor Michael
F. Kalinowski discussed the
influence . of fathers on
children.
"There is a resurgence of
interest in fathers,'' Kalinowski
said. "Fathers should be
encouraged but not pressured .
· to play increasing roles in their
· children's lives from the time of
: pregnancy."
Kalinowski, Chairman of the
Department of Family and
Consumer Studie·s at UN Hand
Director of the UNH Child- ,
Family ·center~ was the second
speaker in the 1983 UN H Fall
Faculty Speaker Series.

Fall arts festival
txeter will host a fall festival of the arts on Saturday,
October I and Sunday, October 2, from 11 a:m. to 5·p.m; each
d:;ay (rnind::lte· Monday. October 3). There will be displays of
over 50 artists and craftspeople from the Northeast. The event
will be held in Swasey Park and _there is a nom_inaradm_ission
charge: For further information, call 772-1165.

Alcohol workshop to be held
The UNH Alcohol Advisory Committee and In-Service
· Training will present "Cqemical Dependency Prevention" on
October 11, in the MU B. The day's program will focus on the
prevention · of chemical dependency among students and
employees. Registration will be from 8:30-9 a.m. on October
11.
During the day there will be a number of concurrent
workshops. Attendanc~ is open to the entire University
community. There_ is no charge for the event -and all day
·
attendance is not required. .

stomach, diaphragm, and chestt
Today she is so in touch with
Thirty-five students lie face · rise consecutively.as he inhales her body that she can relax at
·
down on the surprisingly methodically.
will. She attributes her serenity
Ratiner is taking Yeat_on's to yoga.
unsticky mats. The day is -hot,
humid, a record-breaking day . yoga class for a • second
"I wish this for everyone,"
for September. Mo-st are semester because it relaxes him~ Yeaton says. However she
impervious to the heat, helps him through classes. He doesn't believe yoga is for
listening ·only for the low~key _ em p i'o y s- the breathing everybody. "I am not out to
voice of their instructor, ·. techniques to loosen up before change the world., Everyone
concentrating, breathing. The pool tournaments · or inter- has to find their own niche. I .
students raise their right legs in views. He says yoga rids his think if is a wonderful way of
unison, in a controlled, slow body of stress which in turn life, a beautiful way to relax."
prevents colds. To a degree he
Yoga is part of the Hindu .
movement.
"As you exhale, lower your has made yoga a_part of his life, philosophy that encourages
leg, · remember wherever your he . practices relaxing away concentration to help obtain
mind is, . that is where your from school at home during the true self according to -a
energy is, so concentrate on this summer.
"Mother Earth News"article in
Yeaton, he says, is a good ~he January / February 1982
movement," Glenda Yeaton, a
well-toned 43-year old yoga teacher, a sentiment that is issue.
teacher with short, light brown expressed by many students. · It is a series of mental and
Junior Terry Allen says she phys ica I exercises which
curly hair, says.
Three flies vying for space on also practices the breathing achieves union of . the body;
a . student:s arm draw his techniques in yoga when she is mind and spirit. Its followers ·
attention away from the . uptight about studying and in are practicaHy . guaranteed
· increased agility and energy
exercise. Slowly he reaches to order to fall asleep.·
Yeaton has been teaching pl.us trimmer bodies and clearer
disrupt their pleasure. A
basketball bounces outside yoga classes at the University of minds, the article said.
New · Hampshire Hall's row New Hampshire for eight However, yoga is not like
of windows. Ex~ept for the ball years. She is a. person with calisthenics. One does n-ot need
and the sounds of traffic the whom one immediately feels at to do it as of.ten to stay in shape.
room is quiet. The lights are home. The.re are no airs of
Masters of yoga philosophy
. off, the setting conducive to superiority or authorita- · believe that in order to purify
. their minds they must first have
tiveness.
relaxation. ·
· She _imparts an auta of calm, · control over their bodies.
Students turn onto their
backs, spread their legs to a an aura . that spreads through Purification · occurs through a
relaxed position, guide their those around her, settling series of cleansings, breath ·
arms away from their sides souls. After only a week of cla'ss control, exercises and positons
· until their shoulders ,are students approach her with a or asanas.
comfortable on the mats, their health or persona'! question
This purification is called
eyes are closed and their chins without uneasiness.
hatha yoga. Hatha can be
Fourteen years ago Yeaton practiced · without any
are tucked. They are prepared ·
was anything but calm. She was intentions of pursuing advance
for total relaxation.
After an houi; of toning, an unhappy, bored mother and techniques. Hatha yoga is what
massaging, stretching and housewife who smoked, drank Yeaton teaches.
balancing, it is time to great quantities of coffee, was ·
On1y recently have medical
concentrate on al-I parts of the overweight and had tried both practitioners accepted that' the
body to . relax even inner . d.iet pills and tranquilizers. "I mind ~ontrols the body to a
organs. "Concentrate on your was a nervous wreck," she said. greater degree than had been
scalp," Yeaton say·s, "tell your ''I couldn't sit here like this believed, according to a
scalp to relax, relax, relax." without my foot tapping or 'YOGA, page 10 ·
Sophomore Tony Ratiner's hand moving."

Corrections ·
The Homecoming 1983 organizationaLmeetingwill be held
Wednesday, Sept. 28 at 4 p.in. in the Hillsboro Room of the
.
·
MUB.
The New England Center Happy Hour is in the Wildwood
Lounge, not the Wildcat Lounge, as reported Friday.
Also, the Wildwood Lounge is not run primarily by students
but by professionals and students, according to Bruce Dodge,
.
dining room inanager.
Happy Hour runs from Monday through Fnday from 4:30
p.m. to 6:30 p.m. The oyster bar is open Wednesday through
Friday. Beer prices during happy hour are$ l '. 18 for domestic
beers, $1.45 for inworted, and 85 cents for draughts. Oysters ·
are 45 cents, cherry stone clams are 35 cents, and shrimp is 90
cents. House drinks are $1.77 during Happy Hour. ·

Weather
The National Weather Service predicts v·a riable cloudiness
with a chance of showers: highs in upper 50s north and to low
70s south. Fair Wednesday with highs in the low 70s south
·
. and mid 60s north.
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positive

By Lorna Milne

The American Assoc'iation for ·the Advancement of· ·
·science's (AAAS) has announced a major research project
concerning secrecy and openness in scientific research and its
affect on scientific work.
The project will consist of ten background papers, a series
of seminars, and publication of select papers. Authors of
of$ !000.
selected works will receive
.
. an Honorarium
Interested people should send a double-spaced, 5 page
abstract to the AAAS Committee on Scientific Freedom and
· Responsibility, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20005 no la.ter than October 15, 1983.

-~- ~--

more

.

Secrecy in research examined

~

foci

Relieve your .mind and body
·~f stress through Y ~ga , · .,.

COASTWEEK '83 has been planned for October 8-16. The
nationwide festival will feature movies, marsh walks and
whale watching. The highliiht of the week will be the arrival
of the German tall ship,Gorl'li Fock,on October 13 at the
Granite State Mineral Pier, Portsmouth.
The Gorch Fack and its crew will remain in the area
through the weekend: providipg public tours of the ship. For
more info and a schedule of events call 862-1255 or 271-2155.

1
• '; •

generally

about the pregnancy than their
wives do," he said.
Kalinowski said current
child custody cases should be
researched and examined mote
closeIY: Current legal practices
make fathers "ex-parents" in
most divorce cases.
"National statistics since the
time of the 1920's indicate that
a mother obtains custody of the
child about 90 perce,ni of the
·
time,'~ he said.
Kalinowski said where
fathers have more access to
children, especially in sole
-custody . cases, there is a
corresponding increase in their
punctuality in meeting alimony
payments.

"There are possible negative
consequences" when fathers are ··pressured into playing a
greater role than they might
otherwise feel comfortable ·
with," Kalinowski said.
Some fathers are hesitant
about involvement at birth
•because they fear, ·••1 feel like
I'm bei_ng turned into a wimpy,

Tall ship in Portsmouth

~:11:'.£.1&.~•r&, ~~~.'fll..-G

child care giving quiche eater."
Kalinowski said the directors
of the maternity wards at the
Exeter, Portsmouth, Dover,
and Rochester hospitals
indicate that over the last four
years fathers are present 80
percent of the tim~ in normal,
vaginal deliveries, "a
tremendous change in
relatjvely few period of years."
He added that a father's
involvement and prese·nce at
birth establishes a deeper
relationship with his children in ·
later years.
"Prospective fathers

By Harold Young

The National Endowment · for the Humanities has ·
announced a grants program for students under 21 to
complete a non-credit humanities research project for the
summer of 1984.
. A booklet of guidelines and an application is available at
the student place~ent office or write to : Younger Scholars
Guidelines; Room 426, The National Endowment for the
Hum'1nities, ·Washington, D.C. 20506.
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Som:e lounges may
·remain occupied

Sitting in a build up on the seventh noor of Stoke are (left to right) John Homer, his father and
Malcolm Brand; (Rob Bossi photo)
,

•
announces
new-minor
WSB.E

By K~nneth' L Fish
director of UNH Residential
Even though build-ups have Life, it '"depends on the
been a source of frustration for individual situation" whether
some this semester, some Residential Life ·will - allow
students to stay in build-µps or
people don't want to leave.
A build-up on Stoke Hall's not.
eighth floor has four students
For instance, men ·p etitionleft that want to stay.
· ing to stay in a women's wing
Steve Breuer, a resident of would probably be moved, she
the lounge, said -"We're going said.
• to petition to· stay. Nobody
Wh.itaker said build-ups
minds the lounge being taken." have significantly decreased
Mike Prentice, another this year over last. This could ·
resident, said it's easier to be attributable to the lottery
socialize living iri a build-up.
and the new student housing,"
To stay in a lounge. - the she said.
Last . semester's
students must get a petition housing lottery was pertormed
·showing_- unanimous support _ to cu·t down the number of
from the residents of the floor. - students living on campus. It
Three people live in a lounge - also helped fo maintain the
_on Devine Hall's first floor. required 25 percent Freshman
, They want to stay, too. _per hall. This helps prevent
_Carrie Prelgovski, a resident . stratification of one class in a
said "We all love it, we want to hall, Bischoff said.
stay." She and her roommates - She said . more ·upperclasshave already sent a petition to men are - finding c_ampus
their Hall Director, John
Whitaker.
_
- - BUILD-UP'S page-22
According to Carol Bischoff, ·
'

(Micro).
"I originally applied as an
In - addition,• one ·elective •Admin' major, but got
must be taken from: ADMN. accepted in Economics," said
424, 447 (Personal Income sophomore Bill- Pilcher, "It will
Taxation, offered in .Fall '84), be good to have a minor in
602, 64 7 or· ECON. ' 402 'Ad min' for the business fie lo:
(Macro), 515, 518, 651., 655.
It's good for the resume."
Administration 517, 550_,
'"Some people major in By Jayne Dean
would like to draft a business -_
arid . 580" are not open to . business because _of parental
Editors note: While the plan to convert an existing,
Administration . and Hotel pressure and -market pressure. people in the story are real, the bankrupt gasoline station into inajors: ·"They _ are for
Students who ·really want a names are fictitious.
a variety store. Neither have _
different audience ~~ · .,. said Libefal Arts inajprcantakethe
MaryAimSmith 'o pened her' retailing · or· - management , .
ffu'~iAe:s if 'i;Vd in in i fti-a~t i o if :111~rigt ap~ s~JisfY,}tit_pressure," own graphic design and artist·. ·expcr,i1erice.
_
Pr ogram Dii'ector 'sb 'w aynJ ,· said Wnghtsman ...,
supply store 18' ·ri1onths.- a'.go. ·. WheFe can 'peopie 'like the '
Wrightsman. "They are
"l think° it's great,':_ said- 'Her - store had recently Smiths, and the Joneses find
desigl)ed with Liberal Arts undeclared sopho·inore Brett expanded from · an in-home · help for their businesses? A ·
majors in mind .rather than Saunders, "It's just what I business. good place to start would be the
need."
business majors."
Sales were lo~ and .she ·New Hamps·hire Small
· couldn't cover the cost of her B'usines·s Development
business' expenses. She didn't rrogram (SBDP).
.
want to abandon per new
According to Cindy Hayden,
business, yet she didn't know administrative assistant of
how to turn the level of her , SBDP, the program -provides
sales around.
Paul and Jennifer Jones SBDP, page 4
By- Robin Peters Economics).
together. through the actual
While most students were
·AI ESEC is an international exchange of people.
earning thelr college tuition organizati<?n that provides ,
Today, the idea of exchange
waiting on tables and running both business and .cultural is a popular one with students
camps this past summer, Ross experience for · students at ·who want to gain practical
Thalheimer was working for. a . · colleges and universities in over business experience and travel
at the same time. Foreign Trade Bank in Poland. 59 countries.
Thalheimer, a junior
"The great thing about it is
According to Thalheimer,
economics major, was one of that it's completely student · students must persuade
By ~arcel Boulanger
medical specialty boards and ·
five students who earned run," Thalheimer said.
companies and other organiUNH
has
been
include
a certified gynecologist,
Since
August,
traineeships abroad through
-AlESEC originated in zations to hire them. For each
looking
for
a
·
new
medical
three
pediatric/ adolescent
- AlESEC (International Europe after World Warll,in traineeship they successfully
internist
for
its
Health
Services
physicians
and one -generalist.
Association of Students in - -an effort to bring countries land, a member of AIESEC
Center in Hood House .' Also included in the staff are a
from abroad comes over and a
However, there has not been a part-time certified psychiatrist,
local AIESEC member goes oh
great response by the people in -_ an orthopedist, several .nurse
· exchange. The students can
the medical profession to Hood practitioners and _30 nurses.
suggest where they'd like to be
House's search.
This ye a r however,
placed.
The
last
internist;
.Constance
Patterson
noted a 36 percent
· "I really wanted Poland," he
Passas,
left
in
June
to
return
.to
HOOD
HOUSE,
page. 22
said. "I wanted to see what the
sc_
hool,
according
to
Dr.
Peter
country was like, and what the
Patterson, director of UNH's
situation is over there. Their
Health Services·. .
politics interested me. Other
"We've had so·me applicants,
students went to · Norway,
a n d ·w e s e n t · o u t s i x
Turkey and Great Britain."
invitations," Patterson said.
Once a student arrives.in -the
"Three _ of them refused,
foreign country, an AIESEC
possibly because of the m·oney.
reception committee greets him
We interviewed two people, but
and helps him "get settled."
one
of them withdrew his
•-' W h e n I a r r i v e d (n
· application."
Katowice, they arrangedfo-r me
Of the remaining two still .
to live in ·a student dorm with ·
being considered, Patterson
24 other students from all over.says that if neither is acceptable
From this I learned a little bit
thev will have to send out more
about Yugoslavia, Switzerinvitations. They hope to find a
land, Ita-ly ... l went home ·_with
new internist by December at
one guy to Stockholm, Sweden
- the latest.
·
for a week," Thalheimer said.
But Patterson believes Hood
Six Polish AI ESEC students
House is basically secure in its
lived in the dorms also, staffing, despite the lack of an
showing students where to get
intern.
_~
. . J.
food and helping them to
- - Four -of Hood House's five
UNH student Ross Tha1heimer traveled to Poland
doctors are certified b~ various
PETER PATTERSON
AIESEC, paie 22 .
-as a ~ember of AIESEC (Jim Millard photo)

By Mike Riley
Beca~se hundreds of ; nonmajors are · closed oui of
business courses every semester
the · Whittemore School of
Business and Economics
facu·lty has added a five course
Minor in Administration.
There are four required
· courses that _ have _ no prerequisites and ·may be taken in
any order:
·,J
Survey of . Accountrng,
ADMN: 550 - .-S urvey of
Marketing, ADMN. 580 I n t ro. to Organization a 1
Behavior, ECON. 402 _:_
Principlq of Economics

AP~J'J,;. , ?F

New program aids ·
small businesses

a

Student interns in •Poland

Hood House looks
for staff intern

PAGE FOUR
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Maier tells Senate

Text discou nts and
service may he cut
By Robin Peters

Maier explained last year's

Students may receive a lower
level of service and no textbook
,, discounts if the UNH
Bookstore is leased to a private
company, according to
Bookstore Manager . John
Maier.
Student Senators discussed
the UNH Bookstore with
✓ Maier at Sunday's meeting.
In order for . a private
bookstore company to make a
profit,- texts sold at the
bookstore would have to go
back to list price, Maie.r said.
"The company has to pay
UN H 5 percent, and allow for a
profit of at least 3 percent,"
Maier said. A private company
couldn't offer a discount and
still pay their bills.
"I'm · not sure a leased
company would com~ into
Durham .under those circumstances," he said.
· .
If control of the store went to
a private compariy,- UNH
would be the only major state
university in New Engla~d wi!h
a leased bookstore. Maier said
this would be a bad reflection
~n our business school.

$ I 03,000 deficit by discussing

the Bookstore's business
expenses and marketing
techniques.
"Eyery l percent discount on
books costs the bookstore
$20,000," explained Maier. The
UNH bookstore offers a 5
percent -discount on new texts,
as does the . downtown
competition, Durham Book
• Exchange.
"The Durham Book
Exchange can afford the
discount because they don't
have our overhead expense~ ,"
Maier said .. "Our discount was
a marketing strategy · that
needed to be done. It cost us
$100,000, but it started to bring
, students ~a~k to our store."
The deficit was largely due to
t~e purchase. of 1:>ooks that
didn t sell,Ma1er said.
'"We have to order anything
we are asked to order," he said.
"We lost well over $200,000 in
text sales." Display units and
advertising also accounted for
store-expenses.
·

The New Hampshire (USPS _379-280) is- published and distr~buted semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are locatedm Roon:i 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Bl;1s1i:iess
Office hours: Monday- Friday 10 AM -2 PM ., Academic year s~bscnpt1on:
$18.00 . Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A_dv~rt1sers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hamps~ire w~ll m. no case be
responsible for typographical or other en:~m, but will repnnt tha_t part ~f_an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, 1f not1f1ed
immediately. POSTMASTER: send addre_ss changes. to . The _New
Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH,_03874. I I,000cop1esper1ssue
printed by Journal Tribune, _Biddeford Mame.

'SBDP
(co.ntinued from page 2)

business planning, manage- This training program i_s
Through · the SBI students
ment and technical assistance designed . to help new ·and
to small businesses throughout prospective small business have the opportunity to apply
what they have learned in the
New Hampshire.
owners get a better understandAccording to Technica_l ,· ing of their self emloyment classroom. Under the guidance · Assistance Director, Craig potential and what their of a faculty member the student
Seymour, . of the 21,000 plus business ventures involve.
. gets a basic understanding of
businesses in New Hampshire
The pro gr q m format how a company works, Emery
98 percent. are "small" by -i nvolves an initial Career said.
federal standards and 87 Awareness Session followed by
· His internship was "proba:- .
percent have fewer than 20 , seminars concentrating on ! bly one of the most important
employees.
planning, financing, marketing · courses I've taken. It completes
"One philosophy of our and organizing/ planni'ng, thing~, it's realism."
program)s to help people plan accordin .g to ·a - SBDP
Business Assistance for
their businesses," says Hayd_en. newsletter.
Northern New Hampshire
"The New Hampshire economy
(BAfNNH) is another service
is based p.rimarily on small '
·Another program the SBDP offered by the SBDP. This
businesses, when the company provides is the Small Business
program is designed to
expands it creates jobs and Institute (SBI). This program is
facilitate business expansion in
helps the economy."
sponsored by the U.S. Small the · north. BAfNNH helps
The SBDP's assistance . Business Administration and is create new jobs anq ·stabilize
programs. and . counseling_ similar -to programs at Keene, existing jobs,
according to a
services cover such topics as Plymouth and other colleges all SBDP newsletter.
cash flow analysis, strategic over the United States.
planning, and market researcli,
The SBDP also operates a
H~yden said. "We focus on the
This· program is designed to . service to help minority-owned
mechanics of how to start a give graduate and undergradu- sm:all businesses in New
business and try to determine if ate students the chance to Hampshire and a technical.
a · client has the skills and provide sm<;1ll retail and service assist~rtce program that helps
awarenes.s to be successful at firms with business research existing businesses expand.
it."
and · counseling for course
The SBDP, with other
According to Hayden, nine · credit.
organizations, publishes books
out of IO new businesses across
and articles in addition to their
the U.S. will fail. The single
Charlie Emery, a senior services. According to Hayden,
most effective way to reduce business major, completed an businesses commonly overlook
the failures is planning before internship this summer ·the financial planning area
starting the business. The through the SBI. Emery when starting out.
SBDP is available to help conducted a· financial analysis
·clients make decisions about . for a local company.
Two publications that help
whether they should go into
in assessng their businesses are
"H9pefully, my analysis will "Starting a Business in New
business for themselves and to
assist the client in . getting open doors for the con;ipany," Hampshire," and "Business
he said. "There are a lot of Planning Worksheets."
started, Hayden said.
·
The S BD P provides spe~ific · things peop'le running a
Both books are directed at
. assistance programs such as the business don't have time to do helping new -and prospective
Small Entrepreneuria l and that's where my analysis business orga.nizations write a
Ertterprise·center_LSEEC) al_so. will help." .
business plan.

Heal th
. ...
Serv ices
.

.

COLD CLINIC
Begins September 26, 1983
Mon. IO am· - 2 pm
Tues-Fri. 11 am - 3 pm
Staffed by a Registered Nurse.
Stop in Health Services Lower Level.
All services are covered by Health Fee.

1

THIS WEEKEND
. I

~~

'.

. - BRINGS YOU

'Iii tuesdau

1eaa Winners ot the.·wecn-Fm
-."ROCK AND ROLL RUMBLE"
Special Guests:

ANGRY YOUNG.BEES
·Friday, September - 30th
. .In the MUB ·PUB
Tickets: Students-$ 2.00
Pub!i~- $3.00

Don't miss this show!
Doors open

at 8;00

UNH ID/ P 'RO.OF OF AGE
REQUIRE D
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------ ---W UNH ------ --- CALENDAR
<continued from page 1)
We have been playing
radio.
.
breaker for new music. WUNH
plays music that commercial Friday's "You Don't Want To
Know'.' (which placed third on
radio won't touch for months.
This puts us way ahead of MTV's basement tapes finals
for v_ideos last .week) for
commercial radio."
As an example Kretschmar months now."
The station's main fu·n ction
points out that WUNH was
regularly playing . Thomas is to entertain its listeners while
Dolby and Men Without Hats at the same time exposing them
long before_any local or Boston to good, new talent, Ketschmar
·
area station decided to play said.
However, in the past
them. As a matter of fact, Men
Without Hats' "Safety Dance" students have felt that not
was the number one single at enough familiar music was
WUNH six months ago," he played. "This year the station is
·
said.
making a conscious effort to
And listeners don't only get play more familiar songs," he
exposed to national acts. "We said.
But he also stresses that
are the best opportunity for
local bands to be heard on the . WUNH is an ideal resource for

people who want to learn about · EXHIBITIONS:
University Art Galleries present "Double Vision: · Stereoscopic
the radio business. It can train
4'N9va Scotia CoHege of Art &
people to . be not only disc · Views of China ·1908-1928"Uand
Galleries, Paul Arts. Gallery
nivei:sity
Books."
and
Prints
Design:
jockies, but also engineers and
hours: Monday-Wednesday 10 a:-m .-4 p.m.: Thursday 10 a.m.-8
technical personnel.
p.m.: Saturday and Sunday 1-5 p.m.: closed Fridays and University
"The work we do with the · holidays. Through October 26 .
·
. other studeµt organizations is
v~ry important. For instance,
TUESDAY, September 27 .
in the past we have broadcast
SOCCER.: vs. Providence. Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
shows in conjunction with
· MUSO and SCOPE. Also we
WEDNESDAY, September 28
promote , and hold ticket
giveaways for local shows,." he · BEN THOMPSON HELD DAY: Barton Hall, 12 noon.
said.
DEADLINE: Last day to withdraw and qualify for½ tuition refund.
Kretschmar is very proud of . WOMEN'S TENNIS :vs. Massachusetts.Field House Tennis Courts,
the direction in which the
·
3:30 p.m.
station is going. Though he'll
MUSO NEW / OLD _CINEMA: "Safety Last" directed by Lloyd.
Room -I 10, Murkland, 7 p.m. Admission free.
continue to play new music, he
feels he has responded to the
THURSDAY, ~September 29
station's listeners .

,-- -------- -..
.
-------.
--------,
---------RESUMES -·.

ART GALLERIES BROWN · BAG SERIES: Professor Allen
· Linden of the History Department will speak about China l908~
1928. University Galleries, Paul .Arts, .12 noon.
SOCCER: vs. Keene State. Lewis .Field, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Frenzy." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 &
9:30 p.m. Admission $1 .

·~

·Electronica!ly ··
.Typed

FRIDAY, September 30

2S Extra Sheets of Paver
2S· Envelopes
- 25 .Copies
Selection of Pa.per
and Envelopes' $15

Durham

GOLF: Bowdoin with Meri:imack. Portsmouth Country Club, 12
noon.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Providence; UConn, URI~
UMass. Field House, 3 p.m .

35 Main St.
Durham

For a look that ,..
- works jor yoµ

DURHA M BIKE ~ ,

Jenkins

Single Copies
Also Made

Durham.
Ron Gary

Open Sat_urda~.

HOURS

M-S 9-5:J0
T. F. till 7

PHONE

.,

SALE: Used Bicycles

SALE: Season Enrl
-

868-7051

NEW Bicycles: 27" wheP-I
Reg.

DRS. ALIE AND MENARD
Optometrists

_VISION ·SERVICE • OPTICAL SERVICE • CONTACT LENSES
!t Soft Contact Lenses
• .Gas Permeable Lenses
·• Extended Wear Lenses
• Same Day Service On
Most Son Lenses

DURHAM
7 Jenkins Ct.

FUJI : Monterey
1~2-1 ", 25"
Supreme 23"
DelRey 21"
$12S rn"
WINf?SOR : AM3 19"
LOTUS: Eclair 21 ", 25"
NISHIKI: Cruiser
Mounta in Bicycle
BMX Cycle Pro
Childs: 24" WHL 10 spe~d
TREK: Mountain Bike

• t=ree Trtal Fmtng _,
• Frame Repairs

· • Eyeglass Guarantee
• Eyes Examined.
• 30 Day Refund On Contacts

Jenkins Court
Durham, New Hampshire 03824

476 Ctllll'lt Aw.

HIUl'I: 9-5, Sat. 1-12

161-10U

742-5719

Clo~d Wednesday

YOUNG'S RESTAU RANT
.& ·COFFEE SHOP
. 48 Main St. Durham, N.H.
868-2688

$50
COLUMBIA 10 speed
$395
$210 TREK 620 22½"
$230
$249
WINDSOR 21" AMGC Racing $349
$280
. $150 $269
PUCH 19" 10 speed
$300
RALEIGH 25" 10 speed
$395
$325
-$99
$50
$355
$299 -2. LADIES 10 speed
$149
ARAYA 10 speed 25"
$349 , sp5
$165
$.125
$449
$495
$149
$119
$165
$149
$549
$575

Several as is USED Bikes $20-$50

DOVER

Hoars: 9-5

SALE

~

868-5634

t!!JfII film series oresents...

Specials offered 9/28/83 thru 10/4/83

Breakfast Spe_cials
Vegetarian Omelet: fresh mu.shrooms,
onion, peppers, tomato
served with toast and coffee . $2.69

Luncheon Special ·
Eastern or Western Sandwich
served on q Bulky Roll w/ ff $1.89
w I cheese 20¢ extra

Dinner Special
Fried Clamcake Dinner
salad, m~shed or ff w/roll $3 .19

For the month of October:

"Hunter's Delight." .
3 eggs any style in bacon or sausage
homefries, sm. juice, coffee: toast. $2.79

Thursday, Sept. 29th
Strafford Rm., MUS
7:00 & 9:30
. 00
Admission: $1 _

Alfred .Hitchcock once again proves himself the master
of suspence as ·h e. . exp·l oits the trickle of fear that lies in
~very man's soul. This tidy little tidbit of organized
perversion yields a villain who picks . his teeth with a
diamond stickpin at -one glance and strangles lovely ·
ladies with his necktie at the next.

.

....
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-GRANITE

NOTICES

(continued from page I)

ACADEMIC
ALPHA EPSILON, DELTA MANDATORY
MEETING: For all members. Wednesday,
September 28, Room 21"2, Hewitt, 7 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND.RECREATION
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL OFFICIALS:
-Recreation Sports Department is hiring officials at
the rate of $3. 75 per game. Will train. Ca_ll Ann
Richie at 862-2031 .
CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning and -Placement. Opportunity for students
to receive feedback ·on final draft resumes on q
first-come / first-served basi,s. Wednesday, .
. September 28, Room 203, Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30
_·
p .m.
MATCHING YOUR INTERESTS AND
VALUES TO MAJORS AND CAREERS:
Sponsored by Career Planning a,nd Placement.
Wednesday, September 28, Grafton - Room,
Memorial Union , 6

ta

7 :J0 p -m .

Health Elucation Center. Program gives
instruction on responsible party planning and
_recipe guidelines for exotic non-akoholic drinks.
Tuesday, September 27, Englehardt at 7 p.m . and
Scott Hall at 8:30 p.m . ·
CONTRACEPTIVE LECTURE: Sponsore9 by
Women's Clinic, Health Services. Informative and
explanatory lecture on birth control methods.
· advantages and disadvantages, and choosing
methods. Wednesday, September 28, Room 1_4L
Hamilton Smith, 2 to 3 p.m.
BARTENDING - ALCOHOL EDUCATION
PROGRAM: Sponoseted by Health Education
Center. Informative and ente1:taining presentation
discussing recipe guiclelines, effects of alcohol on
body and proper alcohol use. Wednesday,
September 28, Christensen, 8:30 p .pi.

CLASS RING SALES

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-cr~dit courses for a nomina l fee arc listed· below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non - USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

people order the book this falL office in MUB Room 125.
we cannot order them a book
"In January, when the
because we don't have the
budget was developed, the
money to do it," said White.
Order forms for the 1984 ·student Senate said we shot_1ld
implement a sales program for
Granite are availa-ble in the every student who wants a
Memorial Union Building book. The six dollars would
(MU B), and should be _mailed . guarantee that they could pick
or brought to The Granite up_a book," said White.

unlc~:i

othc1-wi.-;c indicated.

MICROCOMPUTER - SEMINAR SERIES:
Monthly Seminars focus on · concerns of
microcomputer uses. Subjects include ha-rdware in
basic system, peripheral equipment, operating
system, communications and application soft~are.
Experience with microcomputers helpful. Fnday,
September 30 from 2 to 4 p. m.
UN H FR M: Course describes a mechan ism for
entering data records into computer from ·video
. ·terminal by displaying blank form, filling in the
form and storing results. Prerequisites are
Beginning Timesharing, and Beginning. SOS or
Beginning XTECO. Tuesday, October 4 trom 2 to .
4:30 p.m. Fee is $2.

UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: UNH
Olympic Elimination Horse Trials to be discussed.
New members welcome. Tuesday, September 27,
_
Room 212, Kendall, 6 p.m.
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOW SHIP MEETING:Tom Brink will speak on· time
- management. _ Wedn~sday, September 28.,
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, 6 :30 p.m.
UNH CHAPTER OF SEACOAST BIG
- BROTHER / BIG SISTER MEETING: Be
someone special- be a Big Brother/ Bi_g Sister.
Wednesday, _September 28, Hanover Ro<?m,
_
Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m.
GENERAL
UNH JUGGLING CLUB MEETING: Everyone
is welcome to come and watch or juggle. Will teach
THE RESPONSIBILTIY OF A SUPER- beginners and novices . Wednesday, September 28,
POWER: The Soviet Downing of KAL Flight 007._
Memorial Union, 7 p.tn. to midnight. ·
Prese~tation by - Professor Thomas Trout.
PROTESTANT STUDENT GATHERING:
followed by informal questions, answe,rs and
Meets weekly ·and encourages 'everyone interested
discussion. Sponsered by UNH Chapter of the
in fellowship to attend. Thursday; September 29,
Slavic National Honor Society. Tuesday.
_
Forum Room, Library, 7 p.m. _
September 27, Room 307, Horton Social Science.
-,
·
· - ·
NATIONAL STUTTERING PROJECT
7:30 p.m. ·
MEETING: Self-help group for people who
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND SMITH
.stutter. Anyone _interested welcome to attend . · HALL RESIDENTS MEETING: Sponsor.ec;I by
Thursday, September f9, Roq_r,n 217, Horton_ · The · International' Ailian-ce·, --For~ everyone
Social Science, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. For more _, interested in promoting international awaj ~ne_ss. _
· information, call Rick Nero 742-1747.
Tuesday, September 27, Smttn- Hall Lounge, 9 · CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION
.
.
.
p.m.
FALL RETREAT: September 30 to October 2,
CLASS RING SALES: Sponsored by Senior Key. ·
limited to 30 people, $25 per person, LaSallette
$10 deposit required, balance due on .delivery.
Shrine, Enfield, N.H .. Call Ma~y Callahan or
Thursday, September 29 and Friday, September
Jeanne Weatherby at 868-2666 or 862- 1310 for
30, Memorial Union, IO a .m. · to 3 p.m.
more information.
- NEW / OLD CINEMA: "Safety Last'.' directed by
Lloyd in 1923. Sponsored by MUSO . Wednesday,
HEALTH SERVICES
September 28, Room 110, Murkland. 7 p.m. Free.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Frenzy". Thursday,
COLD CLINIC: Sponsored ,by Health Services.
September 29, Strafford Room~ ' Memorial Union,
Open Monday, lower level, Hood House, from I0
7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $I.
a .m. to 2 p.m. and Tuesday through Friday, 11
UNH FALL HORSE TRIALS AND TRAINING
· a.m. to 3 p.m . A limited self'--care program (no
LEVEL CHAMPIONSHIPS: Sponsored by
consultation) is available at the pharmacy from 9
Animal Sciences Department / Horsemens Club.
a.m. to 11 a .m . and in Clinie Hrom 3 p.m. to 9 a.m.
Friday, September 30 to Sunday, Octohcr, UN H
ALTERNATIVE BEVERAGES - ALCOH.OL
Horse Barns. For mor~ information, 862- 1171.
EDUCATION PROGRAM: Sponsored QY -

OUTSIDE Sttafford Room
Memorial UnionThur~day & Friday
September 29th & 30th I 0:00 am - 3:00 pm

Sponsored by

SENIOR _KEY HONOR SOCIETY

The. Minority Awareness _
Committee welcomes you:
to campus .
,:~:

'I.

}' Please. join _us .,on:
·-Tpesd~y, September 27

.

7-8 p.m.

.Hillsbor<?ugh Room in the MUB
-We have 'some e:,cciting ideas and
information to share ... Come and
bring a friend.

Q'!-1estion$? ·can Phyllis, 862-1368
University of New Hampshire

celebrit~ Series 1983-84

TiIE WHITTEM ORE SCHOOL _
is accepting intercollege. transfe~s
betw~en ·Sept. 26- and · Oct. 7 _

-Infor'1)ation and applications ·are
. available at the group meetings scheduled
Am-erican Repertory. Theatre presents -

Mondays 7-7:30 p.m.✓ (McC 314)
Tuesdays 1:30-2:00 p.m. (McC 314)
Wednesday 3-3:30 p.m. (McC 210)
Thursdays 1:30-2:00 p.m. (McC 314)

Tbe scboo[ for Sca11d4[ .
8 p.m.,. Saturday, October -15
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center, Durham
General Tickets $8, Faculty & Staff $7
UNH & NH High School Students & Sr. Citizens $6

· For further information
or call 862-3885
~

i

:\,~'li,""J<'.".l:r~ "-'-S~.<\i:,S,.F',.'.-l~"'ii·~~::-t.'·<,:'.·~X.~,'.il'

· Memorial Union Ticket Office, 862 -2290 ·
· 10 a.m.-4 p.m ., Monday-Friday _
_.~,1

Y¾,,;,-~;y.;wil · :;;·•.:,'Jo'.~'.'ft.-~-- fl''~,"'5~"1"< 'fL-.i:._~--..'i'"c.'!'Ii.'":,,~:·v-~:,:~.~~ F'"

!".:·:t:.."1 ~ard

iii✓.~i:

..,~.,_-._,,:;..~,.,~~,~~~y"~"'"'-,--.,_,- -.,._;,.,"la.~,,.:
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~

'
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t .~..:.,"::JS,,~g:.~~-l!'.."l.-(1':,;'fai"*"'.:l:"'i~~<;'iffif.e~,"a,"4,j
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·sAFC ·

;Tomorr ow's Music .. ·.
Today.

( continued from page I)

Loui se-' s ·S orts Sh.o
Mill Rd. Shoppin g Center, Durham
Sweatshi rts & Sweatpa nts
1n 9 different colors
from Russell Athletic

SAFC assistance, according to
Renee Romano, assistant .
director of the Student
Organization Committe~.
which recognizes student
groups on campus.
· Funding for political group~
will still be available through
the Programming Fund
Organization (PFO) to bring a
person not runningforoffi ceto
campus to spefik on .education.
al topics.
- Funding for religious groups
will be limited to an actual

event rathedhfo for pamphlets
or brochures about the
organii"ation . .Pa1ier said. ,
As with political groups,
educational religious programs
such as a h~storical account of
the Jewish Holocaust would
· still be eligible for SAFC
funding.
~'We_ want to · remain non-·
partisan and non-biased
towards any religious group,"
he said. "This would keep us
safe in terms of addressing all
students' needs."

- ~~~.
r;~~~~~~~

S.. . . lVcincy M. Brown .
II

~·
r
~

~

.

.

wJShes to announce the opening of het office
October I, 1983

~

~

for the

"' ·

General Practice of Law

Reasona bly ·Priced Too!!.-

~

17-4 Madbury Road

~ ,.

'1I · .' -

Durham, NH_038.24 ·
(60_3) 868-1104 ' .

.

·

a
=

.

.

~1

i
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ER
DEFEND
SELF-PROTECT_!ON
~
EF.FECTIVE
LEGAL
_
CONVENIENT .
·
PRACTICAL
USED EXTENS !_VH Y BY , POL I CE
AND CORRECTIONS OFF)CERS

NO WOMAN
SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE
SIMPLE INSTRUCilONS INCLUDED
DEFENDERS AT
SEND
$5.00~PLUS $2.00 P&H EA.
MAIL TO:
BOX B
DEFENDER
NE\1/MARKET, NH 03_857
-

NAME

ADD.
CITY
ZIP

STATE

6-8 WK DEL"ivERY ·
CLIP AND MAIL ENTIRE AD-NH

·-

--·~ngle
Vision

_ Complete

Sl-25 ..Rcf Executive
Bifocals Bifocals

.:..r;-:.. 0 g g .
With Glass
Lenses

· s50

5

58

"Wide selection of men's, women's, clll!dren's,
contemporary tram-es . .Tints; oversize .and
strong.,, prescriptions s!lglltly extra. Wltll de·
.
stoner A m•tal. frames $10 more.

IJllNETTE BPTlfll1E
LICENSED OPTICIANS

'66 Central Avenue, Upper Square ·

Getto the answers faster.
With theTI.-55-Il.
to perform complex calculaWhat you _need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a tions - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperscience or engineering currkulum are more functions - bolici - at the touch of a
more .functions than a simple · button. And it can also be
·programmed to do repetitive
slide-rule calculator has.
problems without re-entering
Enter the TI-55-11, with
112 powerful functions. You the entire formula.
Included .is the Calculator
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-11, Decision-Making Sourcebook.
because it's preprogrammed It makes the process of using

Dover 749-2094
0iscount Fo, Students & Senior CitizP.nS
Will No t Appl y ~r, s_~ "'°.£'.'nt~ts

© 1983 Texas Instruments ·

the TI-55-11 even simpler,
and ·shows you how to us~ all
the power of the calculator. •
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-11
show you how.

i;~ ·
." V

~

,· TEXAS
INSTRU MENTScreating us.eful products
and services for you.

TH'E'-_ NEVV HAMPSHIRE. TUESDAY,~SEPTEMBER

27, f9H3'T

undergraduate·_officer commissioning programs·. If you're '
a junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And you can count
other jets or·helicopters..And you could do it by the time
·on going farther. ·.. ~ter. ·
you're 23~ But it takes a special commitment on your
part. We demand leaders at all - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

As a Marine Officer, yo4 could be in charge of a Mach
- · 2 + F/ A-18A, a vertiqtl take-off Harrier or one of our

levels. We teach you to be one.
If }OU'~ a freshman or
sophomore, ask about Our

-r
f:!_o l.i,'ar.l,.J.f.r.a
Ul.1,,,i •••

~

-Maybe you can be one ofus.

~~~

£, ·

~aster.

See your Officer Selection Officer; Capt Flynn when he visits your campus, or call
him at (603) 688-083 ,,_<

----- --~
P.A.GE NINE ·

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY,~SEPTEMBER 2?-; 1•983.·

TBAL L--------- FOO
. ( continued from page 24)

I buy

my clothes at

Shlbu ml

the score 42-12. After the conversion · pass (to Paul
conversion of the first oT three Gorham, his second), the score
eventual two point conver- . was 42-30: both coaches
sions, The Cats kicked off and wondering what happened.
. .. on the loft
(Dan .Federico) recovered an
"I would like to see the score
in Tai-Pan Alley
\
onside kick.
if we played the whole game
17 Ceres St.
\
I :59 la.ter the Wildcats had like we did the last four
'
.
scored another touchdo~n and minutes," said Bowes.
Portsmouth, N. H.
two point conversion (to Joe
"UNH played with a lot of
' .
(603 )436-8383
Atkinson) to make the · socre poise. They did a great job in ·
-- ~
• '
I
42-22. Cat's kicker Rusty the last quarter - they didn't
Fo's ter tried a l 5 yard chip shot quit," said Carter.
kickoff but HC recovered. The
But,' Coach Carter left with
UN H defense stopped the this to say. 'The real story of ....- - - - - - - - - - ~ ; , ; , ; ; ; , ; ; ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Crusader bench warmers and. the game was when we were
forced them to punt with :30 ahead 42-6 into the fourth
showing on the scoreboard. quarter. UNH is a good
Enter Dave · Wissman - punt defensive team but they a-ren.'t
· as good as the first two teams
returner for the Cats.
HC punted to the UNH 3 I ·we played (BU and U-Mass).
yard line and Wissman fielded it The other teams had a little
on . the run. He eluded fou r more size and strength.··
converging Crusaders and
He also said, "Garron and
--- --- broke through to day-light on Wissman are as good players as
Jr
....
___. .
the left side. of the fi~ld, where we've come across all yeai." .·
he outran three more defenders
The Wildcats, ·now 1-2, ·will
. to the goalline.
travel to Storrs to play the U\~
\
I, . . .
>
I: -~
After the third two p_9int Conn Huskies this Saturday.
\

·~·
\

V1
.. ·

,.

Care Pharmacy Inc

·-

~

...

CAflE

l.!_J
ST-53 Main St Durham
9am-6pm
. Mon-Sat
868-2280

·rhe store in- Durham to buy
Contact Lens Supplies
Vitamins - Acne Aids
Picture Frames & Posters
Geeting Cards & ·Gifts
.
·Cosmetic s & Film
-

..,-,~'
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University Theater
1983-84 SEASON PRESENTS

YOU 'LL NEV ER FOR GET
THIS GIRL !
Enter.You:r Girl. In The First
ST. PAUL I GIRL LOOK -ALIKE
CONT EST

. TH~ MUSICAL BY TOM JON.ES AND HARVEY SCHMIDT
DIRECTED BY JOSEPH D. BATCHELLER
MUSICAL DtRECTION .BY HENRY J. WING
JOHNSON THEATER ■ PAUL <;:REATIVE ARTS CENTER

Stop in any of our stores.with a photograph of a girl
you think looks like the St. Pauli Girl on the poster
in each of our stores. Register her name, address
and phone number. We'll give the winner a:

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE ■ DURHAM
OCTOBER 5-8 AT 8 P.M. ■ OCTOBER 6 AT 2 P.M.
PREVIEWS: OCTOBER 3 AND 4 AT 8 P.M.

Shopp ing
._·Spree

GENERAL: $5 ■ UNH STUDEN1fEMPLOYEE/ALUMNl,AND SENIOR CITIZENS: $4
PREVIEWS: $1 ■ RESERVATIONS:(603) 862-2290 DINNER THEATER PACKAGE-NEW ENGLAND CENTER RESTAURANT
'

To._ spend on our mensw ear cl:o thing
(or .wome nswea r i·n DurhalTI).
Entries must be received by October 6-, 1983.
Photograph s cannot be returned-.

·_ Celebrat e
Okto~~r fest

Style!

({TUART ,1111n1,)

I

Dover• Durham•Portsmouth•Newington Mall
Mall of NH•Maine Mall
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··sc;ience· Digest" article ·m .' happens.
' blockage in the flow of energy
·_~;~~:,;,..~-~ tw;11$\
.. ' Fe]iruary 1982.
-·- Yea~on says - ther_e is · tothebod.yitcanfause1fajn _o r
Among the . medical
somethmg to the theory ·· of ·· a headache." ,
,.~ , .., . · ·
' ·. 11~\il1-Cl9U:1';~ ~
profession yoga - is ' being· yisu.aliz,i__ng health to obtain '
Wh~n'- she .be.g..-An yog·'a she
. t 0 b.
f db k
health . . She has not had a:
Compared
.
. 10 ee · ac •
~as also dieting and ·because
some yoga positions activate
Biofeedback patients visualize headache in ro years the last
what they want to happen, for . when her mother died. That
the thyroid gland she was able
example to lower blood · was the last time she took
pressure or _heart attack risk, /aspirin too. Since then she has · to lose_ ~~tg_h_t. F~om there she
1
/ j!1.J:~•.-~
l l~ . .---~,e~_Gtle,11~R •
control migraine headaches or not taken any drugs for illnes5; · c!is~ s~7~ ;ga~~th~;
, -~ 51nc,atf\~:.fl1~o~l. ,;· :,:. __ i
\ ffl3-i4J1~~i9. .
__spast~c colons, and it eventually
she simply never gets sick: She
instructor approached her to
. __ _......_~.......lllliliiilillillili.._... . . . .
_- - - ~ - - - •
. _....
·
·
eats well, concentrating on
teach. Now teaching fills a void
th
nd
foods
in e area
sheexperiencedasa .housewife.
obtainsgrown
chiropractic
carea if
·
needed.
· ••_It's. like seeing · a great
i(i( ·.
Ninety percent of the yoga
paintrng when
or hearing
symphony
-the
classa
·
exercises are for the spine,
Yeaton said . •·1hat is our life moves toge th er," she says. ·•it
~
~
expresses me."
'"?' _ _ __ _ ___,,
· .,.,..- line running through the .spinal
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DJ'S DAVE CHASE
!
AND JEFF LONG .__:-_-_-____,1.

·'RECORDS, POSTERS,
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Ano ·MORE!
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Learn how to identify your work
interests and motivations

*
~
*

t!!JSI

Sponsored by

M A ~ G YOUR
INTERESTS AND VALUES
TO MAJORS AND CAREERS

lt

Doors open at 8:00
UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

t.

...-colu-mn,'~;he-said._••Ift-here-isa- - -.....

- ~

Hear your requests
and get in therunning for prizes!

i(.

**·

Wednesday, Se_pt.18 6:00-7 :30 · PM
Grafton Room MUB
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******************************.___
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~fil~ll ©OOill~@~
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For the ·M en of Life Science & Ag.
and tl!e Thompson: ~cbool
Tonight!! ·septembe_r 27, 1983
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AG R/ striving for_the highest levels
of academics, _sociability and brotherhood

, REMEMBER, TONIGHT!! 8 pm
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PEER EDUCATION
- -- -~ - I
.. POSITIONS AVAILABLE
I.
. R·A PE AWARENESS PROGRAM. _ I .

-

,

1

q

I
.I

II .WORKSTUDYSTAT1:JsNoTREQUIRED II

I POSITIONS: Male and female small group leaders for rape
I
_and sexual harassment workshops.
" .1 REQUI_RE_.M. ENTS:· Some knowledge or concern about
1
sex roles~ rape, or sexual

I

harassment

preferred.

Prior

I
experience leading small groups· is
·I
recommended.
· ·
-I
.· . .
ITIME COMMITMENT: 15 hours of training first.
I
semester. · A( least 15 hours
leading · workshops and
I
I
attendi-ng super'v-i-sion
I
meetings second, semeste-r.
•.

NOW is the time to see
what AGR .can offer you!! ·

Program Sponsored By

II
I
· _I
,
I .PAYMENT: ·. $75' Jor

I ·
I-·

·· · ,

II

I
I
1

1
I
·I
I
I

I /·
I
1·
I
I
First . semester···traini'ng I
· - will
· be -h·e-id. . .on II
meetings
Tuesdays,7-9p.m., be~1~~mg - I
October 25. I
training _first semester, academic" I

I -,.
I ,. :
se~ond seriles!er commitmentJ~ .ordef tO be . I

credit thrnugh ED500 or I ndependerit_·Study .
second semester. . Y_ou must complete the .

·

'

' ' .· paid for the first.semester tram,1ng; · -_.

' ._.-- : '

- l APPLIC_1~J'I_ONS > Area I Office, Stoke·· Half-and the --_-,_I .
. .I AVAILABLE. AT~· _peari·of Student_~ Office, )nd floor, ·:~=- l
-__- . 1 · · :·_..:L>"· ,:·'_--J1udd_l~st6.i:i-J-{~tll. --.·_ . - _- · _.· ,.-· .... I
I FOR MOR_E)·...·.- :/ ,.✓ Chris~ine , Hi~kei, Rape . A~ar'e h~ess ;_ I
: INFORMATION: ) f,r~ri:1f111 Qjre,c:tor,,~~27i4,tt0r;-27.43 . : '

·. t~O~TA~!~.< :

.,; ~t~i~~f~it~~~1{~is~fiu6~an of
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~~:..DEADLINE .FOR APLICA,TIONs'/cicioBER 4, 1983 .
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The Loftbed is the ideal
solution for your room's
space or stora_g e problems.
· It's perfect for home or
dormitory use - -or anyplace where you need extra
· room but just can't seem
to find it.
Your Loftbed comes to
you in a simple knock/
down kit, fashioned from
post and rail Adirondack
Cedar, freestanding and
extremely sturdy. It features
dowel-in_;hole construc,
_,..,.
tion, which means no
. .·
·'·
·
·
measuring, sawing or drilling.
There are no complicated plans or engineering, you need only
hammer and screwdriver to complete assembly. All other hardware is
included, and your Loftbed is easily disassembled for m()ving or storage.
Jus_t dropoin your mattr~ss and springs, and anything else you want
· underneath •.. a desk, dresser, couch, stereo or whatever! Don't forget
your Loftbed can be easily resold at a 'later date, to recover part of
your investment.

a

.

A REAL· BARGAIN ·AT $95°0 _.
_

.

.

PLUS FREIGHT

.

• 72" Mattress top to floor, lnte.rior open space 78" x 42" x 66" High ·
• Spring nest dimensions 39" x 78", Bedstead post 80'' x 4" Diameter

• Dual Reversible 'climbing rungs
• Twin Loftbeds cannot be made in a practical kit
• Give phone number for delivery instructions
• 120 lbs. Motor Freight - Call
For further information write or call:
for estim~te charges
(Freight added F.O.B.
WILLSBORO WOOD PROOOCTS
,
Willsboro, N.Y.) .
MAKERS OF FINE ADIRONDACK CEDAR FURNITURE
• New York Residents add 7%
BOX 336 • WILLSBORO, .NEW YORK 12996
• Visa/MasterCard with
TOLL FREE .1-800-342-3373
CALL
prepaid
freight
IN NEW YORK CALL 1-518-963-8623
• Checks accea>ted
· ··w/freighl'collect
DEALER OR CAMPUS REP OPPORTUNIT.ES
CALL 1-6,17-338-Q241 ,

SENI ORS:
SIGN UP FOR YOUR
YEAR BOOK ·PORTR AIT
Place

Room ·125 MUB
MW 12-1; 3:30-4:30

TR 9:30-12;3:30-4:30
F 12--I ·

•_ up NOW''
. ..'.
s1gn
Deadline /or sign-ups is Oct. 7

· PAGE TWELVE .
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Editorial
The Wisdom of Solomon
Many students have been inconvenienced
this semester due to their bank loans being late.
This problem was partly due to the Solotnon
Amendment. Besides the inconvenience, there
are many serious implicatioris of the
Amendment.
The Amendment, named after
Representative Gerald B. Solomon (R-N.Y.), •
states that students who have not comp.lied
\-Vith Selective Service Reg_i atration would be

unqualified for Federal Aid. According to
Rep . Solomon, Federal Aid is a privilege and
this privilege shouldn't be granted to
lawbreakers such as draft-resisters. I agree that
Federal · Aid is a privilege, yet the current
Amendment has too many flaws and faulty
assumptions to be valid.
· The Basic flaw of the -Solomon Ar1endment
is that it's founded upon an erroneous
assumption. When the Government punishes
students by refusing them aid, they have
assumed students to be guilty of a crime before
they have been found guilty and conyi~ted by a
court of law. It is both a denial of our civil
liberties and unfair to ass.u me students guilty
until we prove ourselves innocent (by signing ·
the compliance form). So~eone should tell
Congress that one of our most cherished ideals
is the belief that every person is innocent until
proven guilty.

One of the largest complaints about the
Solomon Amendment.is that it shifts a portion
of the enforcement of the Registration law
onto the unwiliing hands of Colleges and
Universities. Like .the distinction between
Government and Church, the distinction
between Government and Education should be
· and largely has been, a fundamental premise of
our society.Universities shouldn't be surrogate
pol_ic c;rnc:n fo1· the Ou ve rnmem. Yer, acco rding
to Rep. Solomon it's important for the
"'government to go after every last violator of
the law and use all availaqle means to do so."
The question remains: Is the suspension of
Federal Aid a 1-~gal and hence "available"
means of enforcing the law?
This summer a Federal Court tried to
answer that question by issuing a temporary
injunction against the enforcement of the
Amendment, cl~iming the law violated
students' 5th Amendment privilege against
self-incrimination. Unfortunately _the
injunction didn't last and despite the law going
intq effect this October, it appears a legal battle
may be in the making.
·
One must also remember that there already
is a punishment for draft registration resisters.
A · student who fails to register faces a
maximum penalty of five years in jail and a
$ I 0,000 fine. Do you think if tha:t fai)s to deter

a person from breaking the ·1aw, telling
him/ her that they won't get federal aid for
school will? No.
The government should use the normal
procedures of the Criminal Justice system in
order to punish violators of this law. Instead,
the government's action is like giving a
monetary reward to students who comply with
the law and denying .the reward to those who
don't comply (plus prosecuting an occasional
resister).
·
If Rep. Solomon really wants to punish
every violator of the law he should have every
single resister tried and prosecuted according
to .the due process of the law. Let's not have the
Government reverse its previously admirable
role of providing aid to all the needy who
wished to attain a higher education.
As it stands now, the Solomon Amendment
will have little effect on.enforcement of the law"
and is based upon -fundamentally decrepit
principles. This Amendment abuses students'
civil rights· and is so flawed that it's amazing it
hasn't been repealed. Education is importantit is an investment into this country's future.
The funds for educational aid should be based
on on'e thing and one thing only-NEED.

-Brian Couturier

Letters
Abortion

. the living, rather than forcing
women to have children they ,ire
unable to care for.
LC. Brahm

to find another segment which
volunteers so much time and effort
tu better" the University. One need
only look at last week's Blood
Drive. the_number 0f volunteer Big
Brothers and tutors. or look at
who attends a campus clean up to
realize the concern the Greek
system has for the University. Yet
Mr. Lanc;Jrigan failed to mention
efforts to better the fraternity
-image and only focused on the
problems we now face. I hope in
the future your articles will be
unbiased in portraying the good
and bad elements which we deserv_e
to know as readers _of The New

To the Editor:
Mom decided to have me
because she read an article in the
school paper which made her feel
very guilty a.bout abortion. She
didn't finish school, and Dad took . To the Editor:
off lo avoid any rcsponsiblility.
In the Friday, September 23rd
Mom took a really low-paying_job.
issue of The New Hampshire in
as most unskilled wC1men have to,
regards to an incident at Kappa
and we lived in an ugly slum. I
Sigma Fraternity. writer Dan
guess she cracked under the
Landrigan quoted me as saying.
pressure. and abused me when she
"We didn't think there was
Hampshire.
wasn't neglecting me. Gee. maybe
anyth.ing wrong with it. We were
Jim Freeman
she wasn't ready to he a mother. So jt,st holding up nines and tens to
President of Kappa Sigma
now I'm grown up. and because of
the good looking girls and that was
P.S. On behalf of myself and the
my painful childhood. I've become
it." I'm afraid Mr. Landrigan
brothers of Kappa Sigma
a psychopathic killer. Thanks
missed my cxplaQation and
Fraternity I would like to formally
Mqm!
misq-uoted me. causing a negative
apologize to those of you who were
The above dramatization is a
image toward myself and the
offended by the signs on the first
continuation of the Septmcbcr :2J
fraternity.
· ·
day of school. article entitled "Inside Abortion",
I explained to him that a few
and is no less valid. Like most antibn).thcrs were holding up numbers
abortion propaganda. the article
and when I told them to stop. their
failed to deal with the facts, but · defense was that they were merely
rather the author chose to play
compl_imcnting the girls. I never
upon the guilt of pregnant women condoned their action or stated
who arc young and scared.
'
that there was nothing wrong with
A . five-week old fetus docs not
it. If I felt what the y were doing
constitute a living being. It is a part
To the Editor:
was just I never would have
of a woman's body. and dependent
It was pretty funny that. right
stopp.cd rhem from holding up the
upon that woman. If she needs to
next to thl~ September 2J issue's
signs. The brotherhood in no wa_y
have it removed. that is her choice
front page story on_ how
condoned the action and those
~t"nd no one else's.
invi1lvcd were reprimanded and . fraternities arc trying to change
The author of"lnsidc Abortion" warned that _any future problems
their negativc"image". thci-e is a
docs not know what .the
story about Kappa Sigma's
with the University would result in
consciousness of a five -week old
violation of a Univcrstiv rule
their c,iction from the house.
fetus is. and. being male. obviously
regarding "respect· for oth~rs." In
I also feel vour article.
docs not know what it is like to he a
the (trticle .. "Fraternities Combat
"Fraternities Combat Image" was
woman -- pregnant or otherwise.
Image." one frat president said
unjust in representing the
He does n·ot know what _it is like to fraternitv system at UNH. I think
they are "getting organized." For
have his. government pass laws
what'! Do these ,·oung men rcallv
our p()rtrayal in The Ne11·
which take away his control of his
bel icve . the\' a~·e n;~m bers <;f
Hampshire is a major image
bod y.
fraternities f~11- any higher purpose
problem. The Greek system
Like most anti-abortionists. Mr~ represents appro.\imately 10
)han partying.·.>
Bowie nc~ds to put more effort
I find it hard to ta kc these
percent of the student body and it
· into making this world _better for would be difficult if not impos~iblc
orga_ni1.ations serious! }· as gronps

Fraternity ·

•

of mature human.beings while they
continue to violate such basic rules
as the right of others not ·to be
harrassed. I myself cannot even
wa I k by m .o st of · t hes e
"brotherhood's" houses without
being verba_lly abused .
Fr-aternities can't "corribat"their
"image" as long as that "·image" is a
reality.
Maureen O'Mara ·
Devine Hall

Submit letters
toMUB
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University Foru·m
Lovely Switzerl and
Have you ever thought of going to
Switzerland? (I mean Switzerland the
country, not Switzerland, Minnesota.)
It is an old country, with · over 600
years of history. Three very small
states decided to unite in the 13th
century against barbarous attacks.
Since then, 21 other small states have
joined it, making Switzerland one of
the very few federalist countries in the
world. As a matter ·of fact, there are
only two truly capitalist and federalist
countries in the. world, Switzerland
and the USA. .
Did you know Switzerland changes
presidents every year? Very few
even know the presidents nalllc:. 1....nu
you know that ·the Swiss vote every ·
three months on average? If a highway
is proposed, a heated public debate
takes place, and everyone over 18 .
years old has his say. Ironically and ·
sadly, a very small minority uses this
rare privilege nowadays: there is, on
average, up to 70 percent abstention. If
the weather is sunny on voting day,
·that percentage tends to increase.
Thus, many decisions are taken by a
minority vote, the vast majority
nonchalantly accepting the decision. A
country of contrasts, really.
··
Switzerland is small, and yet it is a
melting pot of extremely diverse
peoples~Even though Switzerland has
only 6.5 million inhabitants, there are
four main languages and ethnic
communities: Swiss-German_ (which
· the Ger man call pig-german.),--·French,
Italian and Romanche. Its 24 states ( or
cantons) · send their elected
representatvies to Bern, the centr~lly
located capital. Switzerland has
. always been deeply neutral, · to the.
. , extent of..li:'ot being, a member of the
United Nations, although the UN has
its European headquarters in Geneva . .
Gen~va is probably the most .
international city in the world. One
resident in · every three is foreign.
Geneva is the headquarters for many
multinational companies (American
ones predominent among them) and
UN affiliated branches, the Red Cross,
the UN High Committee for Refugees
(UNHCR), the World Health

people

By P -a scal Moulineaux

Genei,a is probably th~ most internationa_l .
city in. the u,orl<!,; one Jresident .out ~f
_ei,ery throo is foreign.. Gone.1,,a is tho

headqu·a rters for m,any _multinational
.
co_mpan.1es,1

_ _ _,J..-_ _ _ _ _ _.:.....__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Switzerland has ei,en been accused of
caring . only for its.e lf and its economy.
Unemployment, for example, runs at a
current r~te of 0.5 .percent. How do they
manage that? Very simply.

A sideways · look at ...
Beginning this week, the Forum
page will take a sidewavs look at each
· of the de c I are d ·preside n r i a I
candidates.. This tt•eek ...
George McGovern
Poor, tired old man. Even his home
state deserted him three years ago,
when he became the leading liberal to
lose to the orchestrated campaign of
the New Right.
·
He bore defeat pobly enough then,
and in the presidential ·race of 1972
when he lost to Richard Nixon. In '72
he assured Massachusetts its place in
history as the Democratic State when,
defying the other 49 members of the .
Union, it voted for McGovern.

Massachusetts _bumper stickers
decla·red their state to be "The One and
· Only".
A taxi driver taking McGovern to
the airport after his concession speech
turned around and said. "Hey, aren't you George McGovern?" The tired
,man in the back, his eyes half closed
said y~s. "he was. "We_lL" said the taxi·

driver, "whenever you pass, I'll say to
people, 'stand up, there goes the real
president of the United States.' "That
was all a long time ago:
The days of "Hell no, we won 't go"
and William Coffin talking . about
trying t-o get 'diplomatic relations' with
the Per:itagon if elected president: it is
those ideas that the name George
McGovern conjures up.

By Chris Fauske
In '72, McGovern forced Nixon to
think up the phrase 'Thi ···siie~t
Majority' io excuse away his actions.

Ideas of a different ·time.
McGovern, though, is no slouch.
Intellectually he is one of the_lead.ing
politicians in this country, and his
ideas arc still ahead of · his time.
McGovern's ideas for farm reform (his
home state is South Dakota, so he
knows what he is talking about), and
for pollution · control make Alan
Cranston seem positively Wattian in .
outlook.
·
·
There might be much good about
the populist. but his time has been, if
indeed it ever came. McGovern does
·not even have a national organizer,
and he admits to "not knowing. how I
wi.iI d_o." , ., , , -~ ·
-

Organization (WHO), · International
Labour Office (I LO), International
.Meteorological Org~nization (IM 0),
Du Pont. Caterpillar. IBM, Hewlett
Packard, and many more. Geneva ·is
an· American's favorite place to live
outside the US.
Swiss neutrafity is strongly
affirmative and conservative:
Switzerland has even been accused ·of
caring only for itself and its economy.
Unemployment, for example, runs at a
current rate of 0.5 percent. How do
they manage that? Very simply. They
import workers from Spain or Italy
(these workers will accept low wages)
when needed, and deport them as soon
as the need is no longer felt. Thus their ·
industries are in go-od shape, even in
the highly competitive market of
watch making.
Switzerland is also known for its
astounding natural beauty. Names
such as Mont Blanc (Europe's higryest
mountain}, the Matterhorn,
Interlaken and Luzern should ring a
bell in any tourist who has set foot in
· Switzerland. Tourism "is · also an
impor'tant industry, with many
tourists coming in every year to admire
the eternal snow. Even with a very high
density .of popwlation, many sites have
been preserved.
Swiss chocolate is a must too: if you
don't know the taste of it, you're really
missing out on something. · Finally, if
you want to put your money in a safe
place, you might think of a Swiss
bank. Switzerland is known as the
financial stronghold. and has one of
·the strongest, no-n-- fluctuating
currendes in the world: Zurich,
Switzerland's biggest' town, with
600,000 inhabitants, probably has one
of the greatest concentrations of banks
from all over the world. Switzerland is
no doubt worth a visit for many
reasons.
Pascal Molineaux is a srudent from
Swit::erland.

, George McGovern

In '72 McGovern had one of the finest campaign slogans ever: Come Home
America. Two years later Nixon
resigned after being caught doing to
the Constitution what noi even · J.
Edgar Hoover had dared to try. Two
years later McGovern was a ranking
Senator, and there were othets
thinking of the nomination.
McGovern has much left to say but,
like his equally out-spoken anti-war
· predecessor . Eugene McCarthy, he
should know that there are more
important things in life than being a
presidential "'also ran". Then there is
the ques.t ion of his "one thousand
percent support"forThomas Eagleton
the day before he accepted hi·s
. resignation.
_
'Come Home McGovern' should be
the cry that issues from the plains of
South Dakota before it is too late to
save this heroic figure · from total
embarassment.
Chris Fauske irns imril recenr/r co-ediror
(d. Forum. ·
·
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... Unless they are preserve d i!J black and white
(and color) by this year's Granite. If you would .
like to own a 1984 Granite, ·simply fill out the
. below form, enclose it and a $6 check in a sealed
envelope, and send it byfeder al or campus mail
to:
The Granite Rm-125-M UB UNH
Durham, NH 03824

es; and Juniors lflUSt buy this book**
**Only Fresi!_men, Sophomor_

~~-:-:-~---------~----- --- --------- -----------~----.- - - ------------------SS# _ ____,..-----,-~
- Phone·_ _ _ _ __

._--~--~ ------ -----Name':--Ad-dress_·. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Class _ _ _ _~ -

.

**This form -is for Freshmen, Sophomores , and Juniors only!** ·
\.

Deadline is October 23, 1983- -
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Arts.& .Features
The HOrror of ('("The Passion ofDracul a" at TBS
been having an affair with the
By Consuelo Congreve
. Sex and · blood and scary local peer. Lord Godalming
(Terrence Markovich).
stuff.
Dracula · has a sexual power
The Passion of Dracula at
over the women. Dr. Van
Theatre · by th,e Sea has it all.
The play, directed by Tom Zandt says she longs to
Celli, is based on the novel by 4'psychoanalyze" Dracula ,
Bram Stoker. It was adapted by Before he murders her, she asks
Bob Hall and · David him to tell her abQut his early
· Richmond. The cast of . nine childhood..
helps to retell the story · · Thi_ngs come to a battle
capturing the .horror and between the forces of good and
-violence but also bringing some evil, Harker and Van .Helsing
against Dracula, who has
humor into the story;
Dr. Seward (Va.nee ~1izelle) _ claimed Willy for his· btide.

The acting is convincing all
runs a sanitarium in' a small
town in England. A few of the around. Trotta makes dramatic
village girls have been killed, gestures with his long black
_ their throats ripped out. ·some cape. He never has to open
doors, they all swing open for
say wild animals . did it.
Jameson, the scared but_ · him ·and he enters among
dependable _ butler (Scott rolling smoke. He has a good
Severance), says a lot think a Transylvanian accent.
Frazer plays a sweet and
madman did it. Seward worries
because one of the inmates~ .pretty Willy who is torn apart
Renfield (Dean Gardner), has by the· odd things happening to ·
_. been ·escaping lately. Renfield her. She acts like a dutiful, frail
likes to eat live spiders and daughter one second, and the
·
mice.
next is overwhelmed by the
. Seward's niece, Wilhemina _ dark forces in her and speaks in
(Susanna . Frazer), has come a lowered voice about her
down with a strange mal~dy "Master." She can even punch
that makes her weak, pale, and Lord Godalming out in this
subject to somnabulism. She ,state.
She reveals a slightly pitiable
appears to 'recover at night.
Seward calls in his Dutch side to Dracula. He says he has
friend, Professor Van Helsing waited over 400 years for WiHy
(K. Lype · O'Dell) to . consult as his bride1 She says he is
lonely:
about the case.
The scenes between Dracula
Dr. Seward's neighbor,
Count · Dracula (Ed Trotta), and Willy are torrid. In one
late of Transylvania, breezes in Dracula cuts himself beneath
to say hello. Wilhemina (Willy the· heart and Willy drinks his
short) says it seems they've blood so that their blood will .
for
Count Dracula (Ed Trotta) and Wilhemina (Suzanne Frazer) in The Passion of Dracula playing met before. Indeed they had.
course in each other's veins.
at Theatre By The Sea. _
Dean Gardener as the nutty
A reporter, Jonathan Harker
(Peter Haydu), comes to town Renfield laughs, writhes, rocks
to report on the strange deaths. and shakes like a genuine
He and Wilhemina fall in love. madman. Dracula has
Harker and Prof. Van Helsing compelled him to eat live
begin to suspect Dracula of creatures to drink their life
Foote on bass. Prim's dark ha'if; '. French lyrics which Kirby being a vampire after an blood and learn the secret of
By John Ouellette
The. dancers crowded .the is slicked back. Her. sings. "Pictures of the Austrian ·do~tor · in the immortality. He · is crushed
floor immediately Friday night complexion is pale and her lips _ Homeland" and .. Put Your sanitarium, Helga Van Zandt - when Dracula has a stake
at the MUB Pub, and never dark. Kirby wears a headset , Back Toh," song about the ·_ (Stephanie Voss) is murdered drive,_n_J_h rough his heart. "You
on the grounds. yan Zandt had · DRACULA, page 17 allowing · her to sing while NOVEMBER, page 17
left.
~-Assembling during the moving between keyboards.
The music may be polished,
Nov.ember- Group's taped
instrumental . introduction, but lyrics like, "'Turn yourself
"Night Architectu-re," the around/Shake off your bad
dance crowd was ready before memories," from "Shake It
the b,and had even reached the Off," bring the s·ongs within the
reach of every one. ·
·
stage: Prim rightly . dominated
The November Group plays
quick pep songs set to dance center stage, but there was
rhythms -resembling those by activity on either side. Foote
anyone from Kraftwe-rk to was playful, especially on "We
ABC to Eurythmics, only Dance" where he used the
viberslap and helped Long with
faster.
. Lead guitarist/ vocal 1st Ann the cymbols. Prim and Kirby
Prim 's voice is cold and danced throughout the set.
masculine : It almost transcends Long-was intense on drums.
After experiencing early
bdng humari. It's captivating.
Keyboardist Kearney Kirby, · technical difficulties·, the band's
singing more often lately, sound <::teared and the highs
compliments Yrim with a came forth by the fifth song, broad vocal range from sweet . "Grey", which is more
and soulful to deep, matching mysterious and slower than the
rest, but catchy and easy to'
Prim. · .
The keyboards · are smooth dance fo. _"Shake It Off" .is an
and multi-dimensional, filling
out the November· Group's optimistic, . get-back-on-yoursound. The bass always sets a feet song with a quick dan_ce
da.nce pac~. The drum~ are real pace. The guitar qoesn't lead
(n.o drum machines here) and this song, like many rock'n'roll
tunes rely on it for. Instead, it
.th~ guitar is bright and clear.
This is a· professional, artsy adds pleasant highs backing up
ban-d. The look counts~ too. the keyboards and the vocals.
The European influence js
Drummer Alvan Long wears
dark glasses and his auburn not only in the look ·and the ·
hair is cut short on the sides · synth-pop sound. One song
wiJh a pomp in front. He wears title, .. Tout Droit" is French for
a d}ess shirt buttoned to the top "St r~a igh t Ahead". "The
,;,
._
.
aritf a narrow tie as does Don Popular Front" has many -_~: -: A _nn Pr;im-of the -~ov_ember _Groupj,(Jolf-n Litster photo)

The Novembe r Group at Pub
a

--~ - -• ::~N~--.~~~~~~~~~'!'l ,,""!Ii.~~-ii,~~';&."iill;~ ".At6,._.~._~~•".at ~ ~ ~ < a ~ 1 : l l~
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Loos e Cabo ose: · posit ive vibra ti6ns at Frcil lklill
performed in a rendition
By Liam O'Malley
Last Thursday night Boston faithful to the original. · It was
reggae band Loose Caboose their -version of The Mighty
shared the positive vibration Diamond's "Pass the Kouchie"
with a receptive audience at the ( Musical Youth's "Pass the
Franklin Ballroom, Audience Dutchy") that was the turning
and band I embraced one point, prop.elling- the audience
another with pulsating rhythms to the dance floor to sing along.
Big Bullock scampered
arid enthusiastic dancing.
Loose Caboose formed in about the stage . with an
I 976 as a reggae band under the infectious ·s mile as the guitars
influences of musicians such as simultaneousl y played the
Bob Marley, Jimmy Cliff, and melody of his vocals. A !orig
Toots and The Maytals. The ja_m ensued and slowly the band.
six members are · all experi- left one by one until only
enced musicians, coming from bassist M ic;key Millet and
diverse musical backgrounds drummer Ras Randell were left
including rock, country, to , perpetuate the beat.
· the band had now won over
rhythm and blues and jazz.
Reggae songs were booming the audience. One reason for
over the Franklin -Ballroom this is their engaging stage ·
P.A. when vocalist Ras Jahn presence. Hullock ·s beaming
Bullock . and bassist Mickey smile and open arms invite us
Miller walked -on stage. Slowly to join in the vibration· as he
the band joined them. Ras Jahn dances across the stage, his
gave th_anks to Jah, called forn cascading dreadlocks flying
positive . vibration, and the loose. The band smiles
constant I y · and enjoy
·
rhythm began.
"Rootsman Connection" presenting this happy mood
Loose Caboose brought reggae to the Franklin Ballr_oom, !hursday night. (Dorian Sto,nie _photo)
started off the set with a great , with what David Boatwright
sound texture. Over Ras , ,c alls "the heart-beat- rhythm". ·
The heart _beat rose higher
Randell's drums Bullock plays
congas and Boo Pearson for the · next two sets, until
supplies a variety of percussion . people were dancing in the
sounds ranging from congas to aisles. The dance ·floor . was
·tambourine to cowbell. saturated for standout songs
Guitarists Jonathan Darr and like "Dealer's World" and the
. David Boatwright added fast, ska-like ··Blood Fire".
The sets · included a wellfullness to the sound with their
inter:est in his,_, land than his · Interiors. used only candles or
crafted· mix · of varying tempos By Consuelo Congreve
effects laden chords and licks:
natural sunlight as the light
in
shines
sun
the
a rnage.
m_
When
excitement
tli.e
heightened
at
th_
Junior Murvin's "Police and
In the contract is a clause . source. The group dined
of the dancers. D.arr's echoey __ England it's like liquid gold.
Theives", known to most of us
· The . Drau~htsman 's· Con- that states Mrs. Herbert will outside in · the evenings
from the Clash ver~ion ~_. was___ LOOSE, page 17 - ·
tract playing at the Cinema on meet with Mr. Neville for surrounded by candles and
Marfet Square in Portsmouth private conferences about the torches . This made everyone
·
Mr. Neville often look ethereal.
until October 29, had a great paintings.
:
Y·
breathwere
exteriors
The
into
Herbert
Mrs.
·
invites
that
wealth of natural lighting
_
captured . the beauty of t he private rooms to see ·,:ihis taking ..· ThenH was. one --scene
etchings. These meetings . get where the draughtsman . was
~unn;l~~;_andb uildingsinKent, quite intimate, to put it mildly.
looking at the back of the house
in the late afternoon. The sun
daughter,
Herbert's
.
.
Mrs
and
written
The film,
directed by Peter Greenaway, Mrs . Tollman (Anne Louise · flowed on the top of the main
house, making the aged stone
time I was abie to a ·o that in my concerns a draughtsman, Mr. Lambert), also makes a
By Gwendolyn Gardner
look like honey.
career," Zeeto said. ·
Sex and drugs wer_e a
Neville (Anthony Higgins) who contract with the draughtsman.
There was another scene
Usually featured at bars, and is contracted during the late Her husband is an · impotent
popular theme for the Comedy
.Connection, a Boston based dubs, the Comedy ·connec- . 17th century by Mrs. Herbert prig and she w~nts an heir to · where the draughtsman was
waiting for the sun to dispel the ·
group, t h·a.t entertained . tion is now sending comedians (Janey Suzman) to make· 12 inherit her father's estate.
morning mist. We see the sun
to colleges as a new approach. drawings of her husband's
Possessions of M"r. Herbert
students in·· the M , U.B. Pub
rise over the estate. The sun's
of
way
the
in
Their future pla _ns, said Tony estate.
up
showing
keep
Saturday_night.
_
rays streamed to earth as
V. are '"to do as little in life for
Mr. Herbert is away for -two the drawings. His shirt replaces
though it was helping the
as much as possible." Asked if weeks and . the drawings are to a sheet drying in the sun, his
they're going anywhere - yeah, be a ·reconcilliation between.the horse returns lame and prances "draughtsman catch the estate at
For two hours ·all laughed
its best.
party.
a
two. Mr. Herbert takes more . in front of the house. Mr.
with Tony V., Rick Ceisler,
The dialogue was sharp and ..
Neville draws them into his
Chris Zeeto, and Steve 'Bean.
In 1_694 there was no TV
witty.
him
to
look
many
and
studies,
These members of the Comedy
so people amused themselves
when Mr. Herbert is . found
Connection perform in the East
dead in the moat of the estate by talking to one another.
as well as on such notables as
on a site which was to be the Their conversations were like
the Tom Cottle Show, David
fencing matches. They . would
13th drawing. .
.
the
at
Evening
Letterman, and
advance, feint, thrust, .retreat,
the
in
mystery
.
the
is
Here
Improv.
parry and finally attack and
the
with
messing
is
Who
plot.
.
to
The team is . beginning
··
.
to.uche
see
We
why?
and
paintings
send their individuals to
with
delivered
were
lines
The
clothes
her
strew
Tollman
Mrs.
colleges as a new approach.
voices.
restrained
slightly
in
draughtsman
the
of
front
in
.
They are frequently featured at
Wives and husbands called
one of the contractual
bars and clubs.
other ·•sir" and
eai:h
th~
leave
she
did
but
meetings,
Topics under fire by the
Even the
Madame".
..
around?
things
other
Tony
from
comedians ranged
Herbert
Mrs.
and
draughtsman
·
who
men
the
all
Eventually
V. 's comment a bout his offer to
con-versations
in
polite
were
draughtsthe
of
jealous
were
Show,
Carson
do "'the Johnny
man gang · up . on him as he during their liasons and never
but instead decided to come to
returns weeks later to execute dropped the social· tones in
in
this closed down cafeteria
their voices.
- I 3th drawing.
the
New Hampshire" to Rick
· I feel compelled to say· a bit
a
was
thing
screwiest
The
for
synonyms
·
Ceisler's
the inside of the Cinema
about
·
estate
th'e
around
ran
who
man
masturbation .
painted silver who liked to pose on Market Square. They have a
One of the largest responses
as statues. Who knows what he gourmet snack bar -complete
from the audience came from
had to do with the murder or with Cadbury chocolate, fancy
After
Bean·.
Zeeto and
mixed fruit drinks and the
·draughtsman.
the
introducing themselves as a
·The sheer beauty of the ultimate in ice cream, HaagenJew and a Wop they proceded
Daz.
esta te and · costumes was
with a favorite fifties rendition .
The theater has a recessed
stunning.
Jew-wop.
Jew-wop
of
and wonderful curved
screen
extravaare
costumes
The
At the close of the evening
rows_ofsearsinthe ·centerofthe
. gant. _Mr. N~ville has a great
ChrisZeeto appeared with a pie
thearer. The aisles run on the
curly black wig that cascades
intended for Tony V. 's face.
to his waist. The women wear side of the screen, not in the
.. ••tf I get a standi.ng ovation
hairpieces that tower over their center like the cheap Cinema 1. this will go into Tony's face," he
and pendulous crystal ad nauseum de-als,. The
heads,
said . .
Men an.d women soundtrack before the movie
earrings.
The crowd stood up and
powder their faces and wear did not play muzak but
began the count-down- then a
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
.
lipstick.
.
.
.
.
.
direct hit.
~r~?,~;.:4_ -~-A. r....,. r._,,.,•,~~ ~~--/ ·
_;;~.~~"~
"
~,:
~~
"~'~2~
~
[[,.
.)j~!J.~JJtg.~J~.:.)
_
..
••That was only · the second . Ton~ _\ ·. !l~_the ~UB Pub Sa_turda_y. (J~~~ L!!.~
.·,.•r,~):JJ~
!~!~u~~:
~
~~~;
!~r.

The Drau ghtsm an's Cont ract
at Mark et Squa re Cine ma

. -.
. e_d . C o_ · nne_ction
_
om
C
humo rs Pub

,/,

COMEDY
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------ ---NO VEM BER ------ ------.....
( continued from page 1'5)
work ethic, -bring immigration
to mind.
"Bigger Than Life':. features
great drum breaks and L.ong's
effective use of rot'o-toms. The
song has nice guitat work and
. strong vocals from Kirby.
"Put Your Back To It"which
the ·band will, be filming for a
video next month, is anthem-like and has Foote fighting for
his chance to strike the
cymbals;
Oth~r highlights were the ·
local _h it · "We Dance" and
"Streamline Decade"· . which
demonstrated the evolution of
the band's music toward a more

black-influence d sound. Prim Prime Movers pumped out 15
played quick chords for a fuller rough, yet fun · songs in fifty
sound, rather than wailing, minutes.
·
They wore I%O's striped
piercing solos.
Opening for the November · shins and pointed black boots Group, · were·_ Boston~s Prime or converse sneakers.
Movers, who. turned the clock
Hairstyles were shaggy. Ages
back to 1965. If the Stray Cats ranged from 18 to 21.
The' music of this five-piece
,can write rockabilly in the
l980's then the Prime Movers emphasized keyboarqs and
should be able to write songs c ·a m Ackland's emotive
strained vocals. He vigorously
resembling ·those of the first
shook a tamborine nobody
British invasion.
·
heard.
Performing renditions of the
The Prime Mover put
Dave Clark Five's "1.9 Days"
and the Haunted's "1-2-Y' as · everything into what they do. _
An active stage show kept
well as their ·own "Smash the
Mirror" and "Your Turn", the ..everybody's eyes on the .band.
1

·

------ ------ DRA CUL A---- ----<continued from page 15)
promised li(e but all . you
brought was death!" he says. _
. Mizelle is good as the ·dotty
Seward. At one point when
Dracula· glides in, the doors
( continued from ·page 16)
opening before him and smoke
rolling in with him, Seward
says, "Don't you ever knock?"
an
playing
by
a
were
leads
-following
rhythm and blues
Markovich and Voss are
highpoinLof many of the songs. average of I 00 shows a year and
excellent as the pompous_
as
r
.
established
workedtogethe
for
band
- The
by opening
Member of Parliament and
a single unit, with no artists such as Toots and the
Austrian doctor. After Van
Mighty
The
dominating.
Maytals,
. instrument
. "Queen's Highway'\ the last Diamonds, and King Sunny •.
song, left the dancers just Ade.
Their album Dealers World
-beginning to get in the gro9ve.
An encore was well deserved was recorded ,. ;.in Kingston; .
and appreciated.
Jamaica in 1981 and is
The level of intensity was so availab_le as · an import on
high that most of the audience _ IM AN I records. Presently they
stayed after the encore, hoping are recording in Brattlethat l)laybe just one more song bo.rough and are working on
would be played. having their album di~tributed
Since 1976 Loose Caboose in the U.S. · on Senachie
has-·built up,n loyal -E~st coast recovds . .·

Ras Jahri Bullock of Loose Caboose at the Franklin last
Thursday. (Dorian_Stonie photo)

LO,O S E - - - - -

Zandt is murdered by Dracula,
and turns into a vampiress,
Godalming weeps over the loss
of his" Rhine maiden." After he
plunges a stake · through the
varhpiress' heart out of love for
her ·memory, he shouts, "Ah,
my dariing you could've had
me, but you shall never have
England!"
· The effects were well done.
Thunder and lightning,

Com'i ng Friday
Happy Hour $e·ries coritinue s
·with the Frankli n Ballroo m

flourescent ·bats, eerie voices
from beyond the grave, the
works. The bleeding looked
real, and Dracula had a great
set of fangs- on him. ·

The Passion ofDracula was ·
fun · to watch and received -a
standing ovation. It plays at
Theatre by the Sea until
·
October 22.
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<~ontinued from page 1) ·

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIE LD

subject like the .old system.
Since all the information
concerning the mater.ial is
stored in the computer, the
students will know immediately if the book is out of the
library or on reserve. This will
eliminate time ~asted ·looking
for books which are not on the
shelves. he said. Eventually, the
system will even .include ·
periodical and journal listings.
According to Vincent ,
computerizatio n is not new to
the library which has been
using computers for more than
·'
·
17 years.
The anticipated complete,
· on-line system . is part of a
progression · the ' library has
been ri1aking over the years. he

SUBURB AN SUSPEN SE

By DA VE _T WOM_E Y

Ar A

~£1/0LC/TION'

G,

BAS-£

By JOHNN Y HART

B.C.

r FE~L iMAT r AM

Vl'=>IBLY RePUL~l\/E.

TO MY FELL.OW aAMG.

fHATS ALL FOR\fOPAY, .....

·. 1 HA\le TO GO PUKE NOW !

said. The records for over
159,000 of the library's 324.346
, volumes. ( materials .~ipce 1974)
have already been ·converted ·to
accomodate the new system.
The rest is being done at a .rate
of 30.000 per year for the next
five years.
Since the most recent
material, which receives the
bulk of the use has been
processed , the libr.ary,could go
on-line immediately if they are
appropriated the necessary ·
funds, Vincent said:
Vincent said the number of
work study jobs reduced ·by the
change over would be "modest, .
if at all.". Most of the student
jobs in the library are for
shelvers and desk clerks which".
will not be affected by the
computerizatio n.
The full-time cataloguing
staff could be cut down, but
there · is enough turn-over for
the reduction to be done "by attrition", he said.

-

~
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LIGHTS - ·

·( continued f rorn page 1)

along Mill Road at a minimum .
. The last serious incident,
Gowen said, involved the
sexual assault of a female
jogger two years ago at the
intersection of Mill and
-Parkers Fall Roads.
But the concerns in the
University Community over
the hazardous night time road
conditions remain high.
Beverly Pfanner; a part-time
lecturer in the German
Department. called Mill Road.
"a disaster qt night time . ., She ·
said her bike is hard for cars to
~ee at night. Ahhough Pfariner
has not come to- injury on the
route, she remains "s·upercautious:.,
senior
Mary )'anleer,
Psychology major, attributed a
near collision involving herself
and a car on Mill road last week
to poor lighting. Vanleer, who
said the incident · ..occurred
around dusk, felt a street lamp
could have avoided the whole
situation. ·
Associate Director of Public .
Safety, Dick Adler, presently in
charge o(UN H's escort service,
will not permit his staff of three
students to answer requests for
Mill Road. Adler said the
·service, which has already
answered 139 .requests on
campus and' to sororities this
semester . must -'be careful not
· to expand too far out..,
Unless more ftlnds are
directed to the escort service, ·
Adler said its expansion is
doubtful for the 1983-1984
academic year.

a

© Edward

Julius

Collegiate CW83-31

49 Map abbreviation ·
50 Company bigwig
(abbr.)
l Paleozoic, Meso.
51 Alleviate
zoic, etc.
55 Chemical catalysi
5 car accessory
10 Soviet news agency 59 EDP •qulpment
(2 wds.)
14. Function
61 Subj•ct of the'
15 Parenthetical
1
ACROSS

conment

16 Jai 17 Principle of
oconomics ( 3 wds.)
20 Provide evidence
21 With 60-Do1111, ,house·
.
pet
volta (once,
22 in •sic)
diction
for
Suffix
23
·
or honor
24 · Pro111fssory note,
e:g. (2 wds.)
33 Ms. Gardner
34 Sea eagles
35 French ,:,,sort
36 Poet THsdale
38 Novelist Philip and
actress Lillian
40 Type of restaurant,
for short
41 Seed covering
school
42 43 Ills a candidate
44 EDP personne1
(2 wds.)

movie, "Them'

18 The bottom 19 O.K. Corral
participant
24 Houses , In
Hermosillo
25 R•productlv• organ
26 1961 baseball MVP
27 Farmer's concern
28 Prefix for 11ural

29 Extremely pale
30 Seashore struc- '
tu res
31 Brilliance of
success
32 Bridle attaclan,t
37 UftS.elfish person
39 ~stron1ut
~5 "L'-, c'est 11101"
DOWN
46 Prefix for 11anlac ..
1 Formerly, formerly 47 China's "Gr•at fo..,..rd"
2 Debauchee ·
48 Cultured milk
3 European range
51 Econ..fst S■ith
4 Deviated 52 --Japanue War
5 Traveler on foot
53 8i1ko and York
6 British phrase
-7 Wrestling 111neuver ·· (abbr .)
5& First na■e In ja~z
8 Actor Bymes,
55 Site of 1960
et al.
Olyapics
, 9 Phone ·a gain 10 1957 IIOVie, • - 56 Toilet case
57 Ms. Carter
the Bachelor"
58 Subject of Kllnier
11 Winglike parts .
poem
souci
12 60 See 21-Across
13 Beef quantity

62 South American
anifflOl
63 Home 64 Nearly all .
65 Like soae _,lireakfast
,
foods
66 Mah-jongg piece
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The looks .and labels you like... for less I
.

-

for less. You can even pay b-y personal check.. : andwe're
· just minutes away..

Discover Marshalls savings on designer jeans and
famous name jerseys. Blazers. skirts and slacks. Athletic
sh9es,jackets and coats. fine gold and. silver jewelry. all

Famous name
activewear for half
the price you'd expect
to .pay

~

Women's tennis tops _
regular price elsewhere s30
inarsh~lls
pnce

· 9·
12
•

·g· ·

...

Tennis shorts
regul~r price elsewhere s.30

marst~~! 14.99
First quality tops and shorts in 100% cotton
from a famous maker. Tops with placket ·
fronts or shawl collars. Solids with contrast
trim, or stripes. S-M-L. Shorts. Pleated with
fly front, elastic back with back pocket. or side
buckle with two flap pockets. Sizes 6 to 14.

Men's famous name fleece
separa~es comparable in

·quality at s1s
·,
marsh~llsa
pnce

-

-L-

,t

.

•

99 ea

•

!

.

First quality long sleeve v-neck and crew neck
tops or drawstring sweatpants. some with
side panels. Assorted colors in acrylic/cotton
fleece. S-M-L-XL.

~,;~=· -~-~;t:_~I~:
lii\I\t1i)\\:_:\.}-•Yli .·.·.·.·.,.: .:: ::•:• : .::.:. .: -••::••••:::;:.:.t: ..

comparison guidelines, which stale, "of like grade and quality"' or
FTC
in compliance
are and
prices
The comparable
area."'
in the
obtainablewith
quality
similar
"essentially
Styles featured are representative of the advertised group and occasi.onally specific styles may not be available in .
every store.

· 1111
..··.~· Iac· Ir~~·.·1·~·ac
11

s·

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R r m u : l Nam.es for Less!----

-~-~,CJ

BEDFORD: Rt. 3 and Kilton Rd., across
from the Bedford Mall, (adj. to Caldor) .

NASHUA: Royal Ridge Mall,

PORTSMOUTH: Marshalls

SALEM: Rt.28,

Webster Hgwy. South :

Mall, Woodbury Ave.

state line.

•open Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
open Sunday 12 noon to 5 p.m., Nashu.a and Salem open t~ 6 p.m. .

•Marshall• Tefund pollcy ... Slmply return your
purchase with your -sales slip within thirty days

.
.,

'
.

.

.

•use our convenient layaway

.

-- ------,- -- ~---- --- ----•..- ------~ ..-- - ·--~-,----....
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----BOSTON
$1 0. 95 .

RO UN DT RI P
-

·I
·1
II
.

-·B OS TO N
25 M IN UT ES
FASTER

SANFORD. ME.

I
I
ICHEDUU: NH. ·
• 7 .1 2 9 .
1I
MAII.________________________ Lv
11 35
-Exeter, N.H·--- -------- -------- ------- "____ 11 55
I
,
Durham
Dower, N.H .. ____________________________ __ 12 10
2
~~~.~~~:-~_:"_·:::::::::::::::::::3 .! .311 __ _25 l ff I I:::::: 1 _
SANFORD-ROCHESTER-DOVER . I
I
DURHAM-EXETER-B. OSTON
II
READ DOWN

9-7-83

·. II
1I
I
I
I

Concord Trailways new sam• day roundtrip· fare to
Bosto n is just $10.95 from Rochester, Dover,
·
Durham or Exeter..That' s a savings of as much as
being
on
plan
you
If
fares.
us
previo
$10.45 over
out-of-town one to three nights, our 4-day roundtrip
is just $12.95~

I
BO STO N~E XET ER- DUR HAM
DOVER-ROCHESTER-SANFORD . I
10 30

■ OITON,

N.H ■-- --- ~-- - - - ---- - ---.0----

Ar
Ar
Ar

.:~d~:7_1_ ~!_ _:_________:.E:i:I:~001

READ DOWN

9-7-83

Ill:

ROCHEITl:R, N.ff. ______________________ Lv
Dour, N.H ■- --------~----- -- ------- - ------ Lv
Ar

-

26- -34'Dly Sun
12 J) 4 :qt 6 J) . 8 30
9 35
5 35 -.
•
7 50 9 55
50 56 55
1 05
10 8 05 ______
2
2

1810
?
ExSu Dly ·01y

Durham ,N!H.____________________________

Exeter, N.H. ______________________________ Ar

9 25

7 25

~_1:~~-'1 .

0

_J~; -

125 3 25
00
00 43 45
21 45

______

11 45
45 12
45 109 00
78 00
00

2 20 •
•
9 25 11 20 1 20 3 25 5 20
•

8 20

I

I.
1·

·------------------

We've trimmed our schedu.le to offer you the .
fastest-ever bus service to Boston, up to 25
·
minut es faster than before.

I

■

■ OITON, MASl ■----.-------------------~-Ar

Dly-Da ily.
Sun-S unday only.

.

1

Fr.i -frida y only.
ESu-D aily except Sunday .

.

EFFECTIVE 9-2&83

-NO W .s -E RV ING
33-INEW HA MP SH IRE
CO MM UN ITI ES

Concord Trallways has taken over the Micha ud
Trailw.ays New Hamp shire seaco ast to Bosto n bus
· route. That means better-than-ever bus service connectin g Dover, Durham, Rochester and Exeter with
·
Boston.

For more Information, call toll free:

.
From ~-· Hampshire: ,800-852-~17
From the rest of New England: 800-258-3722
.

aosioN, MASS.
Trallwaya Bua T.,-mlnal
t:~•~~t ~'t,.\~i ~fss

55

Tel. 617-482-6620

DOVER, N.H . .
Bua Stop Martlet
Chestnu t & Third Sts.
Tel. 603-742-2990

DURHAM; N.H.

Young'a RHtaura nt
48 Main St.

Tel. 603--868-2688

EXETER, N.H.

ROCHESTER, N.H.

Avenue Mall
48 Portsmo uth Ave.
Tel. 800-852-3317

Tel. 603-332-6666

Ki119 Travel Center
16 Signal St .

..

SANFORD, ME.
York County Travel
144 Main St.
7-324-21:)4
. Tel. 20_
.. .,,,

a;{i~- :! ',.;-

1....::~f{ :-

0

2. pr t~ltJG 'J,(/iJ .?-
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CLA SSin ED·
A_p_a_rt_me_n_ts_i_or_R_e.,...n_t_ [ .

I

Very Nice furnished room. Quiet
residential area Dover, near Kari Van.
Kitchen priveleges. $195/mo. Includes
utilities. 749-6126.

Jensen Tria~ 6x9 speakers. 1 year old,
excellent condition. $75 for the pair. 6593185 ask for Bob.
Stereo albums and tapes. Over 1100
brand new, factory sealed. Mostly rock.
Ideal for re-wholesale or flea markets.
Selling $500. 749-2626.

1 975 Grand Torino, 37,000 mile orig.
Excellent Gonditions in interior and outer.
351 eng ine: 8 cylinders, power steering
and brakes. New brakes, ·radiator and
Repan
many oth~r parts. Just passed inspection.
$2000 or best offer 749 -9213.
SAAB ·repair. Competent, friendly,
1972 Saab 99 ·tor sale. Excellent car for
inexpensive service by qualified UNH · the money. Asking $750 or be·st offer for
student. Tune up, brakes, and clutches a
this very dependable car. R_u'.ns great but
specialty . Call Tom afternoons or
has minor spot rust. You have to drive it to
evenings at 659-5132 .
believe it. Call· Art at 868-1534. Leave
name
& number.
·
Fiddle, Banjo, Guitar lessons . from
professional player. 659-2658. _ ·
1969 Cadillac-Runs well , _some new
par.ts, b'ut needs' starter. $500. Cal·I 7429 to 5 Secretar'ial Service. Professional
5054 days, 749"4716 nights. Ask for
typing and · word processing student
Brian.
papers. Resume service. 18'String Bridge,
Exeter, NH. (603).772-9585.
For sale, 1967 VW Bug, riew tir.es. Car
runs well. $350. Ca.II 868-1195.
Fuji Grand Tourer, 12 speed, 21 in. frame.
Excellent condition. $210. Call Wells
He-Ip
868-9723.

I

Servkeund

·1'----

JI~

Wanted_lJII]

·MARKETING FlELD EXPERIENCE:
SEMESTER IL Major national computer
office equipment company, Manchester,
NH. Full-time. $276 Week/$6.90 Hr.
Assist with marketing, sales and cutomer
ser-vice duties : ·working w ith microcompute rs and office equipment .
Excellent opportunity. Deadline for
application October 3, 1983. Contact,
Field Experiecne Program, Verrette
House, 862-1184. FE# 83065 .
AIRLINE FIELD EXPERIENCE: Positions
avaiable Semester II and Summer 1984.
Reservation/Sales plus work in all depts.
Soph, Junior, Senior with 2.50 plus
average. Admn, management or any
major. $5.00 Hr. Airline Pass Privelege.
Newark, NJ. DEADLINES: FOR
SEMESTER II, Sept 30, 1983, FOR
SUMMER 1984, November 4, 1983;
Contact 'Field Experience · Pro.gram,
Verrette House, 862-1184 for details and
application materials. FE# 83079.
ENVIRONMENTAL/ECOLOGY FIELD
EXPERIENCE. Full-Time Semester II.
Major laboratory. South Carolina. $135
week. Environmental Conservation or
other related major. FE# 83074._Contact
Field Experience Office, 862-1184.
DEADLINE September 23, 1983.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE FIE.LO ._
EXPERIENCE. SEMESTER I. Volunteer·.
Position. Local Area . Work with an
_export/ import company on yarious duties
hows arranged. Admn, Language, or any .
major. Contact Field Experience Office
862-1184, DEADLINE Sept, 30, 1983.
Job #83069.
.
. Earn- $500· or more each school year .
Fle-xible hours. Monthly paymeint for
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 800526-01383.
Part-Time po?ition available for college
student to represent travel company on
campu?. Earn commision, free travel and
work experience. Contact: Beachcomber
Tours - Inc. 1325 ·Millersport Hgwy,
Williamsville, N.Y. 14221. 716-6323723.
Work-study help wanted at the
Portsmouth Recreation _ Department.
lndividµals needed to help supervise
recreation fac_il'ity. Nights and some
weekends a must. Please call Leslie at
431-2000, ext. 263 for appointment.
Earn $500 or more each school year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment tor ·
placing posters on campus. Bonus based
on results. Prizes awarded as well. 800526-0883 .
TYPIST NEEDED. Need mature
responsible person 15-20 hours a week
with typiflg skills of 55-60 wpm. Word
processing background a plus. Work
study preferred but not essential. Conta9t
Cindy Hayden, RM 11 O; McConn-ell. 8623556.
'
.

___Milc_,._....
_s._:_°"_·

_I [~I

For sale, 1 967 VW Bug, new t ires, car
runs well . $350. Call 86?-1195.
For Sale; 1970 BMW 2002. Artie Blue.
Sunroof. In very good condit-ion. Asking
$2200. Call 2'07-439-6597.
1974 Plymouth Satellite Sebring Sport
model. Green, automatic 2-door sedan-.
120 K miles. Original owner. New battery,
brakes and starter w / in past year. Would
make great second car and/ or college car.
$500 firm as is. Call Steve at 603-9646842 evenings, 603- 778-1020 days. ·
1977 Pontiac Astre. Runs fine . Body in
very good condition . Automatic
transmission. Power steering . $800. Call
2-3698, ask for Sarah .
Simmons Sleep Sofa for sale. Double bed
size, with mattress. Brown upholstery.
Excellent condition. You need this sofa!
Now, only $130. Call 659-6004 between
. 5 & 10 p .m.
··
1972 Kawasski SZ 350 w / parts. Bike
needs some work, need money, no
reasonable offer refused. Call Dave in
118, 868-9878.
. Professional Video Gear. Commercial
VCR, Camera, Studio and Camera lights.
Tripods, uni pod, batt ., etc. All new. Worth
~t,.$ 4500. _s;~lin2}!~50. 74~-?f?~.6~ -

~~

Barbie-I'd really l'ike to get to know you
better-a · friend who showed you a
shortcut to Calculus.
· Wm. Scott, Even though it is not yet Oct.
6th, I want to wish' you a Happy Birthday!
UNH just isn't the same without youHang in there down in D.C. Miss ya.
Monk.
·
Intramural Hockey-Any commuter /transfers intersted in playing on an intra·m ural
ice hockey team, sign up either at the
commuter / transfer center or the
Reacreat'i on office at the Field House Rm.
151.,.
Hi Mom and D9 d, just checking to see if
v.ou read ALL of the paper. Have a good
day. Love, Carol N.

Hey Rick, Mickey and Joel: Sorry dinner
Pioneer 3cway speakers. 24 watt min,
was postponed; We'll make it for sure this
160 watt max. 12. in. woofer. Paid $350 . ,
week. It'll be worth the wait. Booma &
for pair l½ years ago. Will sell for $200
Ellen.
for pair of B.O. Call Chip at 868-1267,
Everybody wish· Ty a Happy Birthday
after 7 p.m.
·'
today. Knowing him he'd love it if you
bought him a drink or two or three of four!
Maybe one for_each year. .. 23.
For sale: 8000 plus, 1984 Granite
Yea rb ooks. Price $6 . On-Campus
Dance all night Saturday to your favorite students look for subscription forms in
your
mailbox. Off-campus students look
music, played by DJ's Dave Chase and
Jeff Long. And just for being there, you for forms at the MUB info desk and the
could win your favorite album or other Commuter Center . Deadline for
prizes . Come to the MUB Pub with your subscriptions is October 21 .
friends-have a greaJ time-meet new Future Farmers of America is not all cows
friends .
and c0mbines. Find out what it's all bout
If anyone has found a navy blue pullover Thursday Sept. 29 at 7 p.m. Pettee Hall,
windbreaker jacket with white Phi Mu Rm. 304. Collegiate FFA is growing
letters on it, would you PLEASE, PLEASE, strong.
PLEASE, cont"act Jane at 968-9776 .
Monkey: Remember Me! California stinks
She did say Please
without you . I'll survive . Get ready for
December. I can't wait. I miss you, I love
The Father, the Son, and The Wholly · you-I Do! Hugs and Kisses , M&M
Macro
I NEED A WOMAN!! Hi, my name is G.
WANTED : w/m, 17 yrs old & up, blue Spofford and I'm looking for the perfect
eyes, 5 '8 " to 6'2", looking for a special companion. I am 5'11 " , w ith soft black
man .who _ is sensitive'. intellectual, - curly hair, big brown puppy-dog eyes, and .
-athletic, willmQ ..to experiment, no one the body of an Adonis. My sense of humor
night stands, will mold _you, clean fee\are surpasses that of anyone I know. 1 am
a must, n_o b1Q ook1es or bear_9s. If ~•_ver_ile~nhg--'h"~ e be~_n ~D!illt1!',.to go a.II ni~ht.
interested Call Liz I.
. 10 If you feel you can satisfy me, call 2-1594
. Not too . picky, Hey Liz, you forgot your and ask for "the SPOFF".
'
phone number
·
You've GOT to ·be kidding!!
Michael-Thanks for the birthday Dinner Future Farmers of America is not all cows
(even if it was your birthday) not bad for a and com bin.es. Find· out what it's all bout
younger man. Next time dinner's on me. ' Thursday Sept. 29 at 7 p.m. Pettee Hall. · Victoria .
Rm. 304. Collegiate FFA is gro/wing
Dear C-A, Thanks for accompanying me to s-:..t_ro_n...:g:...·-===------=--'-------the Sigma Nu wine and cheese . J .C.
' J: Are you sleeping well? If not, do you
Allyn, While its warm -the wagon on the know why?
hill? Craig
·
W~h:..;y.:.a...:r.:.e.:.y:...o_u_s_o_li_c_it-in-g-th_e_o_p_p_o_s-it-io_n_?_
Pizza leg, Just wanted to say hi and let you
know I love you-and miss you a lot. Sting · You're welcome

Attention _Rozi F.: Have a, happy 19th What Really Happened Over Sakhalin
birthday tomorrow.! Be good. Love, .Bugs. Island? UNH professor Thomas Trout will
give a talk entitled, "Besponsibility of a
Lecture: Exploring the Inner Domain: Superpower: The Soviet Downing of
Finding the God Powers Within You. K.AL Flight Seven."_ WHEN: Tuesday,
Thursday Sept. 29th at 7:30 p.m. Grange September 27, at 7 :30 p.m. WHERE:
Hall (across · from the · Post Office) Horton Social Science Rm . 307.
, presented by ECKANKAR .
ADMISSION is FREE.
Informal
"Principles of Liberty"-Five or ten -week Discussion Will Follow.
programs offered. Write "seminars," . Hey, Joseph·- yes, you . Being ,•n•rso busy
RF.D . 2, Box 591 , N.H. 03042 or call 679- as we always are, I probably.won't see you '
today, but I hope it is a VERY HAPPY
5262 for details.
Libertar ians, Anarchists, Objectivists, or BIRTHDAY anyway . I hope your exams
went
well, and that you· don't get too
fans of Rand or Heinlein or other nonconformists : Let's get together, have fun, annihilated by your celebrating!. Much
and consider how to increase our ranks love (and a little exasperation), Gonzales.
arid effectiveness. Write Southeast N.H. , (p.s. Now you know that even and
Libertarian Alliance, Gen . Del. Raymond. Engineer can learn something from
Shakespeare!)
N.H . 03077.
For sale: 8000 plus, -1 9 84 Granite Chris, how's your new toothbrush?
Yearbooks. Price $6. On-C.ampus Mags watch out for poison muffi ns. You
students look for subscription forms i n · never know what'II be in them next
your mailbox. Off-campus students look Hey Sherry L, Here's a personal
for you.
for forms at the MUB info desk and the Now you can't say that you never have
Commuter Center . Deadline for gotten one. I hope that you .had a ·good
subscriptions is October 21.
weekend, I did. Love Sue.
The -sisters of Chi Omega Sorority are Carol, where's my personal? And I don't
sponsoring a "Mile of Pennies" drive. The mean my sympathy one, either!
Ready for
money raised will go the "Save the a bike ride Friday? I have a Fuji too! Jucie
Children" to sponsor a needy child. Any
donations -will be greatly appreciated. A To the other crazy person (Sue C.), who
table will be set upon the main floor of the rides to Plymouth on a Saturday nightjus.t
MUB on these dates for the collection of to get "BIG MAC'S" wallet. I can tell that
pennies: Sept. 14 and 28, Oct. 1 2 and 26, there will be more fun and crazy times this
Nov. 9 and 23, aRd Dec. 7. You can also .year. I meant it when I said I'll need a
br,ing you·r pe.nnies to our house on 11 roommate for next year, can . you even
Strafford Ave. next to the New England imagine the two' of us rooming together?
Center anytime. ·This will be run the Well don't work too hard this week, (ha
whole semester, . so start saving those ha) and I'll see you tomorrow.Sue M o
pennies!
·Patty you're a great M.E.! Things don't
TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES OVERSEAS!look too bad tonight, considering
All Fields, all levefs . Graduating seniors everything, including my split pants . Have
are encouraged to apply now. For details, a great time in New York.SLM
please send a self-sddressed, stamped, -KRISSY, BETH, AND ··CHELSEA Where
long envelope to: FRIENDS OF WORLD were you three on Friday night!! We really
TEACHING, P.O. Box 1049, San D1eg?, missed you, (AND BOOZIN SUSAN TOO!)
Cal1forn1a 92112° 1049.
.
· at fhe Tin Palace. Next time hopefully
- ' For ' sale: 8000 plus, 1984 Granite you_' II be there. Hope you all had good
Yearbooks. Price $6 ". On-Campus weekends, see you -soon. Love Sue
students look for subscription forms in Ray, what's a paga ninny?
your maiiQox. Off-campus students look ·
'for forms at the .MUS info desk and the Johnny 0, What do I have to work with
Commuter Center . De'adline for anyway?
.
- --------------------subscriptions rs October 21.
HI ROOMIES!!! HOPE Y'ALL ENJOYED
Future Farmers of America is ncit all cows THE PUPPET SHOW!! (Be careful. - you
and combines. Fi"nd out what it's all bout never know where bad Mr. Puppet will
Thursday Sept. 29 at 7 p.m . Pettee Hall, s_h_o_w_u...;.p_n_e_xt_!_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Rm. 304. Collegiate · FFA is growing Thanks, my new toothbrush is fine .
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Join DJ's Dave Chase & Jeff Long in ~he .
MUB Pub this Saturday night for an
evening of request _m usic and prizes.
Admission is a mere 50¢ which not only
gets you into the-hottest spot on campus
but also gives you a chance to get in on the
winning . To tell us about your requests
and to pre-register for prizes drop by room
126 of the MUB (Student Activities) and
fill out a regh,tration slip. We'H.see you
Saturday night. Dave & Jeff.
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am I proud of
my roommate.
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She climbed
*~
Mt. Washington :
in .the dark
:
't his past weekend. J

*
*
*
She even made it _ *
t home in one pie_ce! :
~
*
*~
*
*
t Congratu_lations :
~
Liz!!
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(continued from page _3)
. for 15 minutes," he said. ""In
Poland, that would be no th ing.
And even the worst' Huddleston meal. would be a feast."
Thalheimer explained that
some of the better stores in

( cont_inued from page 3)
/ t
·housing
more
attractive,
so_
could
._become·
very
p-opular."
communicate.
Katowice, located in southern
more
stay
on
campus.
This,
she
One
concern
with
.t he build"Not many-people over.there
Poland, as a large i-ndustrial
said, has 'fueled the over- ups is that .there isn't ~•~nough
spoke EngJish, ,,. he sai,d.
ci:ty which was '"polluted and
crowding sjtuation.
study spac~." Whitaker said.
"Arrio_ng the students, English
dirty," so he and his friends
Stoke Hall has ••emergency · One resident ofDevine'sfirst
was the universal language. But
trave 11 ed on weekends to get
priority" says Hall Director floor said. "last semester the
many times, we had to use signaway. Warsaw, Czetohowo ·
language, or simply point to Poland, called "pewex", · only and Gdansk were some of the • Sµe Gagnon. When Stoke Hall lounge was a nice place to go
opened this semester, every one late at night to study."
items on menus in restaurants. accepted foreign monies.
• cities they visited.
of its 15 . lounges housed a six
Ron Duprey, Co-RA of
I'm real good at charades now'," "These stores ,offer things
·
person build-up. Stoke's eighth floor said there
like Levis .and other Western · " 9 0 _percent of Poland is
he added.
A letter mailed out by Stoke were no . problems specific to
At his job, Thalheimer · clothes, albums and alcohol," Ca th0 hc, so the church is very
· Hall to people assigned to , the build-ups except for the
learned about exports and he said. "And ·it's really PC?Werful," he said. "We just
build-ups says "every effort is expected adjustment problems
imports in Poland, and came to · depressing for the Poles to see ~i:~d see_ing the Pope at the
being made to successfully of having . six people living
Anmv~rsary of the Black
understand the Polish stores that have the best goods,
· relocate the students in the together in .a limited space .
Czetohowo . .
economic system, which he said y~tnot be able to buy anything· ~adGnna .
lounges."
The build-ups still acted as a
was about 15 years behi-nd the . because they don't have foreign th~r~ were one and cl: half
money."
!Dilhon people there. We were ·
Gagnon said it's difficult . medium for other students on
United States. ·
trying to get rooms for the floor to meet. "But," he
Thalheimer claims he spent m Gdan~k on the_ weekend of
"The . Jiving standards over
everyone : But already the said, "it may not be fair to other
there were poor," he said . $80 in American money in the the_ Third Anmv~rsary of
women's build-ups in the men's students since there is no place
"Stores were empty, there were six weeks he was there, and that Stnkes ancl sawmu_lt1ple forces
wings have been relocated. for wing meetings or private
ration tickets for meat...and was ••spending a lot." On the prepared to prevent riots."
Only a few male build-ups, study._" ,
lines everywhere. Ov,er there, oth~r hand, he only earned the
The
worst thing a-bout
those on male floors, are left
Resitlential Life must look
shortage is part of their e.qu1valent qf twenty two
Poland,
said, was
and the students in them want out for the other students
lifestyle."
American dollars while he was tha~ thc1-cThalheimer
. wct~ 1!0 opponunity
to stay.
. neects, Bischoff said. This is a
Because of his experience, he on traineeship, compared with
. At · the beginning of thi~ factor in determining whether
sees the American lifestyle in a the salaries of $175-$300 per to improve their standard of
semester, Bischoff said, there or not the students in 'the .
different light.
week that students working for living yet the Polish are aware
were 257 people assigned ·to lounges can stay.
"l read about the complaints businesses in the United States of.what's-going on in· the world·
and ·of opportunities in other
build-ups. There are less than
Kathy Ross, first fl9ot RA of ·
over · Huddleston 's food, and make while on exchange.
countrie·s.
180 left now. .
· Devine, s_aid "in general,
about h~w people wait in line
Thalheimer des·cribed
The lottery system is a viable ·Residential Life does a prettv
way · of reducing · the over.: good job," but "they seem to
crowding situation, Bischoff have it (the relocation system)
said. However, she hopes not to randomly set up."
have to use it again. - ·
"We fill the spaces as they
(continued from page 3)
With the new housing, .she evolve: one by one." Bischoff
said, those "400 beds will take said, "We should have them
· increase in the number of impatient and feel they have no
Another student, Donna
,
the crunch off. The apartments emptied by t·he spring
students visiting Hood House time to be sick". Patterson said . McCormack, also a freshman,
·
semester." ·
this month · o Ver last
echoed the same sentiments
September.
W,hile some students have · about ·Hood House's treat·
·
who
· This has resulted "in ah had . some less-than-perfect ment. McCormack,
mcrease of waiting time," he experi,ences at Hood House, burned her foot, said the

m

- - - - - - H O O D HOUSE·- - - - - - - - - -

"but office
if youin went
.a
said~
physician's
Dovertothe
average wait in the office is two,
hours, while here at Hood
House it is about/30 minutes at
peak flow (lunch time)."
~"Students complain about
Hood House· because they are

students was
seem
to feel
.many
t heir treatment
good.
·
Freshman Stephanie Wright
received stitches there. She said
the physicians and nurses did
their job and that Hood
House's policy of checking !iP "
on out-patients is an added
bonus. ·

c·.._·. _·.

services
sheand
received
were "fast,
. _·.····
· 5
·.
PH_OTO COPY
f
- .
courteous
very adequate."
Dr. Poulin of Hood House
SPECIAL
·
81 /2 11"
·
.
·
said a few student complaints
•·
b
. x
Resume Services also
may have been 1egitimate, ut
Resume' Consultation - Check out our prices
"l'd like to see th e 99 ·9 percent~..
Campus Copy 47 Main St. 868-2450
. 'of stude'hts ., who- fol t:-...stheit J. ._.....-.,.o......~"__,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
treatme~t was good speak ilp
more often."

THE ARMY·ROTC 2-YEAR
PROGRAM. UP TO $1.000 AYEAR.
-PWS A COMMISSION.· , . .
Come to our OPEN: HOUSE

If

you

passed

up

Army

ROTC during your first two

And do your washing for FREE*

years of college, you can enroll
in our 2-year program before
you start your last two.
Yqur traning wilL start the
summer after your sophomore
year at a six-week Army ROTC
Basic Camp . .
It'll pay off too. you'll ea~n
over $400 for attending Basic
Camp and up to $1,000 a year ·
for ·your last two . years of
college.
.
But,_ more' important, you'll
be _on your way to earning a commission in today's Armywhich includes the Army
Reserve and · Army · National
Guai;d- while you're earning a
college degree._
At ·UNH. ·call 862- 1078,
Captain C~mpbell (Zab Hall,
Room 203).

Cash Door Prizes~ Refreshments · ·
Wednesday, September 28
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

DURHAM
,LAUNDERCENTER .
-

Conveniently Located • Open 24 Hours

ARMYROTC.

BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

*Drying not inc).uded
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Tennis
downs
··Maine

PAGi T\1\/ENTY'-THR~E '.

Tennis women
•I

shut out UMO, 9-0

By Steve Langevin
UNH took five of six singles
and swept the doubles on the
way to an 8-1 rout of Maine last
Fridty.
Steve Noble, Shaun Hassett;
Dave Palumbo~ Christian ·
.Seibert and Dave Hall all won
their singles matches. Noble _
was the only one to have·much
difficulty as he was taken to
three sets before winnjng 7-6(73), 4-6, 7-.5. Hassett and
Palumbo won at the three and
four positions, 6-3, 6-l and 6-3,
6-0 respectively. While Seibert
won 6-1, 6-0 and Hall extended
his unbeaten skein to 4 with a 6-2, 6-3 win. T.J. Hym·an was
defeated by Maine's - Mark
Smith 6-4, 7-5 in a very close
.
. match.
In doubles action, Noble and
Hyman combined for a 6-4, 46, 7-6(7-4) win~ Palumbo and
Seibert won 6:..4, 7-6(7-1) and
Hall and Hassett continued Steve Noble serves ~gainst UMO Friday. UNH won 8-1. (Jim
_
.
their winning ways, as they are Millard photo)
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - -.....
now 4-0, with a 6-1, 6-2 victory. _/ .....
· -"We played really well .
today," said UNH coach Bob
J.
Berry. "Those two kids (Dave
Palumbo and Christian
FOOTBALL-Holy Cross 42, UNH 30 ·
Seibert) have made a real
· difference this year, they have
WOMEN'S TENNIS-UNH 9, Maine 0
given us so much more depth."
FIELD HOCKEY-UNH 3, Harvard I
UNH (3-1) travels to
TENNIS-UNH 8~ Maine I
MEN'S
UVM.
Vermont today to play

SCOREBOARD

"I had a feeling we were
By Kathy Johnson
The UNH women's tennis going to do well," said coach
team remained 1.mdefeated as McC_urdy. "~e've been hitting
they shut out Maine 9-0, well m practices. I hope we can
Saturday lengthening their keep it up because its going to
-be a tough week.~·
·
unbeaten streak to 4.
The UNH doubles . teams ~
"We played very well," said
UNH coach Russ Mccurdy. swept the'three matches for the
"This was probably · our best third consecutive time. The # t
· team of Chris Stanton and
match."
Sophomore Amy Walsh Diana Fischer defeated their
defeated her opponent 6-1, 6-1 opponents 6-0, 6-2. The #2
in the #t· singles spot. Walsh combo of Hilary Branch and
remains undefeated in this spot Wendy Crowe. shut out their
with record of 4-0. Teammate opponents, 6-0, 6..:0, while .
Lee . Robinson won -her match -- Marney Dean and Lisel Banker
playing #2 singles as did Shelley combined to defeat the Maine
White, #4, Anne G. Sherer, #5, pair 6-4, 6-1' to complete the
·
_
and Kathie Mullen, #6. Sharon sweep.
(!NH_ w~ll be facing one of
· Gibson had a tougher match
which she won in three sets, 6-2, their toughest opponents, UMASS, on Wednesday at3:30.
- 5-7. 6-2.

a

SPORTS SCHEDULE
TUESDAYat home, 3 p.m.
Soccer vs. Providence
.
Men's Tennis at Vermont, 3 p.m.

.

.WEDNESDAYWomen's Tennis vs. UMass at home, 3:30 p.m.
THURSDAYSoccer" vs. Keene State at home, 3- p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___JJ

.Fly with the.finest.
Get your .c areer off to a flying start. Become a during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
.
the school year. .
sophomore or juriior, you could qualify for
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
Commissioning Program and attend training ·
P·rogram and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation.
after graduation. All training is conducted

This is an excellent opportunity to prove your-·
self amongst the best and start off.
$23,000
to
making from $17,000
a year. See- if you measure up.
Check out the Marine Corps Officer Commissioning Programs.

"See your -Marine Corps Officer Representative'at · the Memorial Onio~ -Bldg~ on Oct.4,5,6/rom l0a.m. ·t o 2p.r,i."
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Sports·
·The Cross heats dOwn Wildcats, 42-30

f'

By Aaron Ferraris
The score 42-30 does not
indicate what Holy Cross ·d id to
UNH Saturday at Cowell
Stadium.
Against The Cross last year,
UNH did not score a point in
fou-r quarters of football as they
were. brutalized,' 28-0. It took
I :0 I for the Wildcats to kill two
birds with one stone: UNH
showed they could score ·
against H C and they were the
first team tb score a touchdown
· against H C

this season. The ·

feelings of joy and confidence
did not last long on the Home
team's side of the field.
On the second play for
scrimmage, runningback Mark .
Nichols took a hand off, hit. the
left side of the line, got hit, spun
twice and took off down the left
sideline for 7"I yards and a
.
touchdown.
After the extra point was
wide to the right, the underdog
Cats were ahead, 6-0, with
13:59. to go in the 'first quarter.
55:0Tlater, which is the game
except 3:52 left in the fourth
quarter, HC led, 42-6. For over
55 minutes, the Crusaders ran,
passed - played football better
than the Wildcats.
"I · really don't believe we .
were overmc;1tched. I'm UNH's Rick Leclerc (14) runs a ~o<;>tl~g against Holy Cross Saturday. HC _w~nt_~n to -win, 42-30. (Bob Fisher photo)
disappointed with the way we
played today. We .just did not
play good football after the touchdown and ten passing
, first quarter," said UNH head first downs. "He played his best
. game of the year foday and we
coach Bill Bowes.
He added, "If we knew the ·took a st ep forward (in our
defense was going to play that progress th is season)," said
· difficult to penetrate the net, with nine a~tempts at the net
By L1·sa Sinatra _ . ·
coach Carter.
poorl-y, offensively we would
.
After a somewhat dis- and to come up with their third and they received nine penaJt,y
"Muldoon is as good a
have.played less conservatively.
loss to Yale on. goal. It was not uriti'l the middle .shots. But' regardless of wnat
appointing
. Seven out of nine times in ·the quarterback as any we play all
first half we started our drives ye~r. . He. makes peol?le miss.~ · Wedqesday, the girl's field of-the second half that Cullinan th e · s ta t i st i cs s h ow; th e
hockey team came back to beat scored the third and final goal Wildcats held Harvard to only
inside our twenty-five yardline hes th e key to_ th eir team,
- it changes the way we play. :oac~ Bo'w'.es ~aid. He added, the Harvard . sqaud J-1 last. • for UNH, un-assisted. Robin one goal, · -demonstrating the
We JUS t didn t st0 P Muldoon Friday at Harvard University, Balducci contributed to the ability of the UNr{ defense, and
We didn't want to give up the
proving once again their talent winning effort with five saves, their persistence to win.
or H C, much t,o t_h~i~ credit."
ball deep in our territory."
while Harvard's Juliet Lamont
Although the Wildcats wilt'
After UN~ s. mitial score, and strength on the fi~ld.
Part of that problem
be traveling to Bentley College
· The first goal was driven in contributed' with eight saves.
Stemmed from the determina- HC score~ six times t<? take a
Throughout the entire game · on Wednesday, muc;h of their
tion and drive of the Crusaders. comma nd mg 42 -6 l~ad mto th e by . Freshman Karen_Gero mini
"We do whatever it takes to· four th quarter. Wi th th e HC and assisted by Mary Ellen the UNH girls dominated the time and energy will be spent
win. Run .80 times·, pass 80 re~ulars on !h~ bench, the · Cullinan .only five minutes into Harvard team with persistence preparing for this c_oming
times - whatever it takes." Said W_1ldca_ts dec_1ded to make the game. And three .minutes and good ball handling on the weekend. Iowa wiir be .arriving
after her first goal, Geromini, field. Only within the last ·. here in N: H. on Firday for a
.
HC head coach Rick Carter, th m&s mtere_St mg.·
th
HC -!hreaten~ng to again, maneuvered th_e ball to minute of the . final haif .did 3:00 game while Penn State
••We were pretty suc_cessful on . Wi
to awaits to play the Wildcats at
· offense today. Things started to score from th e tive ya rd1 me, th e Laurie Leary,. · who -- then - Harvard drive. to the netlone
.their
with
UNH
present
.
noon on Saturday. Both Iowa
Cats got tough and recov_ered proceded to shoot the ball into
blossom."
goal.
Penn State are ranked in
and
the
over
lead
2-0
a
for
net
the
went
UNH
Both coaches said that the an HC fumble.
UNH tried eight times for a the top ten: However, UNH
key to the HC performance on down th e field a nd scored-on a Harvard team.
Following the second goal, goal and were not awarded will not find out its position in
offense wa~ due to the play of two year ~urt Collins run wi th .
52
3
th
left m e game. to make however, the girls found it with any penalty shots. the ranks until the middle or
:
quarterback Peter - tyluldoon.
· Harvard out_shot the Wildcats end of the field hockey ,season.
He was 11 for · 21, one .FOOTBALL, page 9

Field hockey-wins, 3-l·

FOotball is notjust for tackling dummys
,,.

·
_ By Ray Routhier .
-· ·Now for_today's myth to be shattered. fQotbqll
players are not inherently dumb. At least not at
. ..
.
.
UN H.
There are several outstanding student-athktes on
·
th,e squad this year. For Example:
-QB Rick Leclerc has a 3.41 average in Computer ·
.
Science
-Tackle Dave Morton is the best student in the
Chemical Engineering major with a 3. 11 ·
cummt..ilative grade point average.
-Linebacker lllia Jarostchuck is a Civil
.,
Engineering major with a 3.2s'.
Looking at these stats and some other players' ,
majors, we find an ·· abundance . of engineers,
computer science majors and business majors, so
there goes the theory that athletes take easy courses.
No academic exce1ptions are made at UNH for
football players, they have to meet all reqi.Iiremep.ts.
Also players must pass 24 credits to stay eligible. If
students had to pass 24 credits a ·year to stay in
school, the student population would be thinned
•

•

out considerably. May1?e this could be. the answer
. to t~e. pn ca!Ilpus ho~smg shor_tage?
. _Lets consider the time comm1ttm_ent that pla_yers
, mak~ to football, and how that cuts mto study time.
Durmg the season, a pl_ayer spends_at least four
_hour~ a day c~mcentratmg. on f?o~ball, between
practices, m~etmgs, and werght h~tmg. ~hen the
season ends m Novemb_er, he then h_fts weights four
d~ys a week. In the wi!1ter, ther~ _is a ~ai:datory
wmter pr?gra~ <;>f runm~g and ag1hty e~er~ises, o~
top of weight !1ftmg. Sprmg football begms m ~pnl
and lasts until the end of school. Summer ts no
picnic, as ~eight lifting c_ontinues and players must
meet certam goals by the_ end of the sum~er. Most
students. only have their four classes to worry
about, so whe_n a ootball player does well, he
probably puts m twice as much effort as someone
.
.
.
else. .
Play mg the game itself takes so~e brampower.
· There ~re do;z ens ofpl';1YS to memorize, defense~ to
re~ogmze, and stra~eg1es and manuevers to learn.
With all the meetmgs _and playbooks to .study,

!

J.

playing football is- like taking another course.
· ."'Players h'a·ve gone to other schools because we
couldn't recruit them,-"said UNH head coach BilJ
Bowes ... A boy's no good to 1c1s if he's not going to be ·
.
·
·
able to . play for us".
Many big schools go to great lengths to make it
easy on players who are in trouble academically, while. UNH does not. Think about this: accord'ing . ·
to Sports lllustratead, a player at the University of
Georgia was given an 8 credit independent study
over the summer, · in order to be eligible to play
football in the fall. . .
If you're still not convinced, consider tha·t· in J 982
the freshmen in the football program have higher
SA T's and class ranks than the rest of thefreshmen
.
class·.
One more thing, UNH football players actually
have to maintain a 2.0 to get any scholarship
money. (Several UN H players are walk oris).
· So, if you still think that football players are
dumb or don't do anything, I wish I could be that
dumb and get so much accomplished.
~

..
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